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Abstract

Natural refrigerant R744 (i.e., CO2, Carbon Dioxide) chillers are part of

the current and next generation of chillers and find applications in various

sectors, ranging from industrial processes to HVAC&R (Heating, Ventilation,

Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration) systems, including commercial refriger-

ation.

This technology is considered a sustainable and environmentally friendly

alternative to traditional refrigerants with practical well proven performance,

enabling energy e�cient and safe installations. However, designing and con-

trolling a CO2 chiller poses new challenges due to its unique thermodynamic

and fluid dynamic properties compared to conventional chillers. These char-

acteristics strongly influence decisions made during the design or retrofitting

of existing systems, where a mere refrigerant replacement approach to achieve

energy-e�cient system configurations would fall short. Understanding the

potential improvements in system design and control, as well as their impact

on costs and energy demand, represents the initial step toward fostering ef-

fective technological developments, strengthening industry capabilities, and

generating market interest.

Within this framework, this doctoral Thesis centers on the control co-

design (CCD) of a chiller that uses CO2 as a refrigerant. This involves the

concurrent and integrated design of both the control system and the physical

components of the cooling apparatus. By explicitly accounting for inter-

actions between the control algorithms and the thermodynamic processes

within the chiller, CCD aims to identify innovative solutions in both physi-

cal and control system design, paving the way for new levels of performance,

e�ciency, and enhanced functionality. The study was funded by the Italian
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National Research Council (CNR) and was carried out in collaboration with

the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign (USA) and the University of

Minnesota – College of Science and Engineering (USA).

Key aspects of CCD for the CO2 chiller include: dynamic system mod-

elling through a graph-based approach, the definition of the CCD problem in

terms of an optimization problem and its solution via black-box optimization.

The outcomes reveal that the simultaneous optimization strategy o↵ered

by the CCD yields superior performance compared to the conventional se-

quential design process, wherein control designs are typically developed at the

end, once the mechanical, thermodynamic, electrical, and other subsystems

are completely defined.
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Sommario

I sistemi chiller a refrigerante naturale R744 (ovvero CO2, anidride car-

bonica) fanno parte dell’attuale e della prossima generazione di chiller e tro-

vano applicazione in vari settori, dai processi industriali ai sistemi HVAC&R

(Riscaldamento, Ventilazione, Condizionamento dell’aria e Refrigerazione),

inclusa la refrigerazione commerciale.

Questa tecnologia è considerata un’alternativa sostenibile ed ecologica ai

refrigeranti tradizionali, con un’a�dabile e comprovata e�cacia pratica, che

consente installazioni energeticamente e�cienti e sicure. Tuttavia, la pro-

gettazione e il controllo di un chiller a CO2 presentano nuove sfide in virtù

delle sue peculiari caratteristiche termodinamiche e fluidodinamiche, che dif-

feriscono significativamente dai chiller dotati di refrigeranti convenzionali.

Queste caratteristiche influenzano fortemente le decisioni prese durante la

progettazione o il retrofitting di sistemi esistenti, dove per ottenere configu-

razioni energeticamente e�cienti un semplice approccio di sostituzione del

refrigerante risulterebbe ine�cace. Comprendere il potenziale miglioramen-

to nella progettazione e nel controllo del sistema, nonché il loro impatto sui

costi e sulla domanda energetica, rappresenta il primo passo per uno sviluppo

tecnologico e�cace, per ra↵orzare il settore e suscitare interesse sul mercato.

In questo contesto, il presente lavoro di tesi di dottorato è incentrato sul

control co-design (CCD) di un sistema chiller che utilizza CO2 come refrige-

rante. Ciò comporta la progettazione simultanea e integrata sia del sistema

di controllo che dei componenti fisici del sistema a compressione di vapore.

Tenendo conto esplicitamente delle interazioni tra gli algoritmi di controllo

e i processi termodinamici all’interno del chiller, il CCD mira a identificare

soluzioni innovative sia per la progettazione del sistema fisico che del sistema
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di controllo, aprendo la strada a nuovi livelli di prestazioni, e�cienza e fun-

zionalità. Lo studio è stato finanziato dal Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche

italiano (CNR) ed è stato svolto in collaborazione con l’Università dell’Illinois

Urbana-Champaign (USA) e l’Università del Minnesota – College of Science

and Engineering (USA).

Gli aspetti chiave del CCD del chiller a CO2 includono: modellazione

dinamica del sistema attraverso un approccio basato su grafi, definizione

del problema CCD in termini di problema di ottimizzazione e sua soluzione

tramite metodi di ottimizzazione black-box.

I risultati rivelano che la strategia di ottimizzazione simultanea o↵erta dal

CCD produce prestazioni superiori rispetto ad un approccio convenzionale

di progettazione sequenziale, in cui la progettazione del sistema di controllo

viene generalmente svolta alla fine, una volta che i sottosistemi, meccanici,

termodinamici, elettrici e altri, sono completamente definiti.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

In recent years, regulations such as the F-gas regulation in Europe and

international protocols like the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol

have prompted both research and industry to adopt R744 as a refrigerant

[1], particularly in heat pumps and chillers designed for various applications

such as industrial processes, commercial refrigeration, and comfort heating

and cooling [2, 3, 4]. The appeal of using CO2 lies in its extremely low

Global Warming Potential (GWP) of 1 or 0, coupled with its non-toxic,

non-flammable nature, making it a safe and environmentally friendly choice.

This shift towards CO2 as a refrigerant is becoming increasingly crucial in

addressing the rising demand for energy-e�cient and environmentally sus-

tainable refrigeration solutions in the long run. It is a fact that, e.g., Heating,

Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration (HVAC&R) systems make

substantial contributions to the energy consumption. No optimal design and

operation of these systems not only leads to poor performance and higher

costs but also contributes to elevated global emissions and an increased en-

vironmental footprint resulting from human activities [5]. It is noteworthy

that, energy e�ciency lies at the core of the European Green Deal’s medium

(i.e., 2030) and long-term (i.e., 2050) goals, aiming for intelligent, sustain-

able, and inclusive growth, as well as the transition to a resource-e�cient
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Introduction

economy [6]. Besides, the design and control of these systems face new world

challenges, e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic. For instance, recent studies have

examined the impact of the pandemic on the usage of HVAC&R systems

during periods of stringent measures in various countries [7, 8]. Addition-

ally, researchers have explored the implications for the future operation of

these systems, considering new policies and guidelines introduced by orga-

nizations worldwide to manage and mitigate indoor infection risks [9, 10].

In this context, developments in the design and optimization of heat pump

operation are essential to reduce the carbon footprint of heating and cooling

applications.

In this scenario, this doctoral Thesis consider a CO2-based chiller [11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. As a matter of fact, chillers are crucial components in

applications where cooling is required [17, 18, 19]. An example of a CO2-

based chiller system is depicted in Figure 1.1. This kind of device removes

heat from a liquid, typically water or a water-glycol mixture, in order to

cool a space or process. The basic working principle of a chiller involves a

refrigeration cycle, similar to how a household refrigerator works but on a

larger scale. Chillers are versatile and can be used for various applications,

including air conditioning in buildings, process cooling in industrial facilities,

and cooling in data centers [20, 21, 22, 23]. They come in di↵erent types,

Figure 1.1: CO2-based chiller system.
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1.1. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

such as air-cooled chillers and water-cooled chillers, each with its advantages

and applications.

The utilization of CO2 as a working fluid in chillers is not a recent de-

velopment. Carbon Dioxide has served as a refrigerant for over a century.

Dating back to the 1890s, refrigerated vessels from Australia, New Zealand,

and Argentina were already employing Carbon Dioxide for transporting meat

and other food products to Europe [24, 25, 26]. One of the main disad-

vantage of a CO2 chiller is the high operating pressures. However, thanks

to recent technological advancements, current and upcoming generations of

chillers include CO2 ones. From an environmental perspective, CO2 chillers

hold considerable appeal. From an operational standpoint, they ensure an

excellent heat transfer coe�cient and guarantee substantially higher cooling

capacities, exhibiting high e�ciency, especially in large systems.

The nonlinear behaviors of HVAC&R systems, coupled e↵ects, and the

multidisciplinary approach required to address both the physical system

(plant) and its control present significant challenges in developing e�cient

and e↵ective systems under technological constraints. In this circumstance,

modeling and simulation tools o↵er valuable opportunities to manage the

increasing complexity of technologies, thereby providing invaluable support

for designing and analyzing refrigerating systems. Additionally, simulation

environments accelerate innovation cycles by facilitating rapid exploration of

new solutions. Moreover, compared to real-world experiments, these software

tools are generally more cost-e↵ective, faster, and more flexible, as they al-

low for easy configuration of environmental parameters to replicate the opera-

tional conditions of the final product [27]. Consequently, once the boundaries

are defined (e.g., thermal load and outdoor temperature profiles), validated

models can reliably forecast system performance, particularly under condi-

tions that are challenging to replicate in experimental tests. Furthermore,

as these systems involve various dynamic interactions among subsystems,

numerical models serve as valuable tools for optimizing operation and min-

imizing energy consumption within a more integrated Co-Design approach

[28, 29]. Indeed, synthetic environments play a pivotal role in deploying co-

simulation methods to design the entire system and achieve optimal solutions
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Introduction

while considering all multidisciplinary aspects.

1.2 Research Objectives

In the above mentioned context, technological innovation involves the

design and development of advanced hardware (such as, heat exchangers)

and software (such as control systems) [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. This gives

opportunities to improve performance and energy e�ciency simultaneously,

also playing a pivotal role in minimizing the carbon footprint linked to various

applications. Such contributions align with the objectives of sustainable

development goals.

In the development of actively controlled engineering systems, such as a

CO2 chiller, the decisions made in the design of the physical system have a

significant impact on how control systems for the plant should be designed

to enhance performance. Conversely, decisions in control design also in-

fluence optimal plant design choices. This mutual influence is referred to

as bi-directional design coupling. Traditional sequential design approaches,

where plant design precedes control design, do not fully exploit this cou-

pling. The holistic philosophy of multiphysics systems design acknowledges

this interdependence, but existing methods lack the capability to articu-

late and fully leverage plant-control design coupling. Control Co-Design

(CCD) methods formalize the handling of this coupling to pave the way

for achieving new levels of performance, e�ciency, and enhanced functional-

ity [28, 36, 37, 38]. In particular, CCD includes several areas that range from

control-inspired paradigms (i.e., innovative design solutions based on a prac-

tical engineering comprehension of dynamics and control) to co-optimization

(that applies a formal mathematical approach involving nonlinear low/mid-

fidelity models and multivariable constrained optimization), including co-

simulation (which uses an iterative simulation process with multiphysics and

high/mixed-fidelity dynamic models). In each of the three areas, the ac-

curacy and complexity of the multiscale, multiphysics, nonlinear dynamic

models are critical. The inherent uncertainty in these system models can

add complexity to the design process [39]. Moreover, the multitude of cases
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to be studied, influenced by various parameters, inputs, and model uncer-

tainties, can be computationally prohibitive. Employing e↵ective simulation

techniques to determine suitable parameter values and inputs can aid in

streamlining the design process. While CCD has been applied to specific

applications like control-structure interaction for some time, recent research

has provided more robust theoretical foundations and increasingly practical

CCD methods [40, 41]. These methods o↵er systematic handling of physical

system design elements, tools to balance the complexities of both plant and

control design, and the ability to uncover superior design solutions that may

not be immediately obvious. Ongoing CCD research aims to advance the-

ories and methods that provide a more comprehensive perspective of both

physical and control system design, e↵ectively managing the interface be-

tween these design domains. Notably, progress has been made in employing

open-loop optimal control methods to realistically address physical system

design aspects [42], yet a gap remains in addressing the information-based

constraints of implementable feedback control systems.

As will be further elaborated, recent research has increasingly focused on

implementing CCD approaches to optimize HVAC systems [43, 44, 45, 46,

47] and, more broadly, thermal-fluid systems [48, 49, 50]. Nevertheless, there

is a noticeable lack of detailed discussion concerning the crucial aspects of the

dynamic modeling of these systems and its relationship with the utilization

of CCD methods. Additionally, there is limited literature on consistent and

explicit comparisons between the implementation of traditional approaches

and more comprehensive CCD strategies, which could help evaluate critical

aspects and the true potential of adopting CCD in the HVAC&R sector. This

dissertation aims to fill the gap between theory and practice by developing

a framework tailored for facilitating CCD of two-phase fluid systems. It will

emphasize key aspects of dynamic modeling, delve deeply into the intrica-

cies of implementing two distinct optimization approaches, and conduct a

thorough comparison of their respective outcomes.

In this scenario, the Thesis focuses on the CCD of the considered CO2

chiller. CCD, by explicitly considering interactions between control algo-

rithms and thermodynamic processes within the chiller, aims to discover ef-
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fective and sub-optimal solutions in both physical and control system design.

This entails the simultaneous and integrated design of both control system

aspects (e.g., feedforward actions) and crucial physical components of the

cooling apparatus (e.g., gas-cooler). It is worth noticing that, graph-based

modeling approaches o↵er a possible solution to modeling challenges for CCD

purposes [51, 52]. In particular, graphs that exploit the laws of energy and

mass conservation can be used to develop modular modeling tools that al-

low for the derivation of dynamic models that are computationally e�cient,

seamlessly integrated into the CCD framework, and yet can be modified to

better meet the needs of individual disciplines. Another important consid-

eration is that having such tools, which, on the one hand, simplifies the

development of models of complex systems and, on the other, is well-suited

to the development of control systems, can also represent a common platform

for application domain experts and control systems experts. In this context,

although certain graph-based tools already exist for single-phase fluid sys-

tems such as the toolbox developed by Renkert et al. [53], specific solutions

for two-phase fluid systems, such as a CO2 chiller, are not entirely at hand.

One of the goal of this research is to fill this modeling gap.

The research presented here was supported by the Italian National Re-

search Council (CNR) and was conducted in collaboration with the Construc-

tion Technologies Institute (ITC) of the CNR in Italy, as well as the Alleyne

Research Group (ARG) at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, and

the University of Minnesota - College of Science and Engineering in the USA.

1.3 Problem Statement

Basically, this research aims at answering the questions:

Q1 “How can CCD impact a CO2 chiller, and is the investment justified?”

Q2 “What exactly is design coupling? If modifications are made in one

design domain, does that impact decision-making in other domains?”

Q3 “What is the optimal way to design the physical aspects (e.g., the
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gas-cooler) of an actively controlled CO2 chiller to ensure that passive

and active properties interact synergistically, leading to optimal system

performance?”

Q4 “What are the advantages, in terms of system performance and ef-

ficiency, as well as the limitations of the CCD solution compared to

traditional sequential design approaches, where the design of the con-

trol system comes after the design of the chiller?”.

The main steps to answer to these research questions include

i) System characterization: understand and model the behavior of the

controlled CO2 chiller, including its physical components and their in-

teractions.

ii) System simulation: integrate the model in a Matlab-based Computer-

aided Control System Design (CACSD) software tool. This software

allows to generate synthetic data, carry out analysis, design and assess

di↵erent CCD and traditional sequential design strategies.

iii) CCD design: definition of the CO2 chiller CCD as an optimization

problem that includes design and control objectives, global sensitivity

analysis, decision variables selection, and the solution of the optimiza-

tion problem.

iv) Analysis: comparison of the performance of CO2 chiller CCD and a

traditional sequential design approach.

1.4 Dissertation Scope and Main Contribu-

tions

The main goals of this dissertation are:

1. Development of a multi-state graph-based modeling toolbox, rooted

in conservation-based graphs, specifically designed for integrating two-

phase thermal management systems within a Control Co-Design frame-
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work. Leveraging graph-based modeling, this toolbox, implemented in

Matlab , aims to streamline several aspects of model development by:

providing a library of components for easy generation of cus-

tomized graphs representing individual components;

o↵ering functions to rapidly connect graphs of individual compo-

nents, creating subsystem or full system graphs;

managing model parameters, initial conditions, causality relation-

ships, and system-level inputs;

supplying a model simulation function that dynamically scales

with the order and size of the graph to perform dynamic sim-

ulations, which are essential for both analysis and optimization

purposes.

2. Development of the dynamic model of a chiller system connected to

a water tank, used to meet the cooling demands of a highly energy-

demanding building. The model is developed using the multi-state

graph-based modeling toolbox. Subsequently, it is integrated with a

control system using a decentralized control approach. The model is

intended to be integrated in a simulation environment to be part of a

CCD framework.

3. Development of a CCD framework that exploits graph-based models,

Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) using the Morris method, and black-

box optimization. Two distinct objective functions are formulated for

design and control optimization, defining two CCD problems: one em-

ploying a traditional sequential approach, while the other uses a simul-

taneous optimization strategy. Within the simulation environment, a

Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) is performed on the objective func-

tions using the Morris method. This analysis aims to identify and rank

the most influential subset of design and control variables, shedding

light on potential couplings between the design and control optimiza-

tion subproblems. Finally, a proposed solution involves a black-box op-
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timization framework that leverages the Bayesian optimization method

to address CCD problems.

4. Comparison of the results from the two CCD approaches to assess ad-

vantages, disadvantages, and opportunities associated with employing

CCD approaches in the HVAC&R domain.

The direct and collateral findings of this research have led to published

and in preparation contributions:

J1 Sisti, E., Rossetti, A., Minetto, S., Marinetti, S., Tosato, G., Beghi,

A., and Rampazzo, M. (2023). Assessment of basic control strategies

through dynamic simulations: A CO2-based chiller under extreme o↵-

design conditions. Energy and Buildings, 289, 113066.

C1 Riccardi, B., Sisti, E., Carnieletto, L., Rampazzo, M., and De Carli,

M. (2023). Global Sensitivity Analysis applied to a dynamic energy

simulation model: the case study of UniZEB prototype building. In

26th International congress of refrigeration. International Institute of

Refrigeration.

C2 Sisti, E., Antonio, R., Silvia, M., Sergio, M., Giacomo, T., Beghi, A.,

and Rampazzo, M. (2022). Modelling and Simulation of a CO2-based

Combined Heating and Cooling System. In Proceedings of 15th IIR-

Gustav Lorentzen Conference on Natural Refrigerants GL2022.

C3 Sisti, E., Santiago, M. B., Silvia, M., Antonio, R., Sergio, M., Beghi, A.,

and Rampazzo, M. (2022). TinyML and IoT for cold chain monitoring:

applications, challenges and opportunities. In Proceedings of 7th IIR

Conference on Sustainability and the Cold Chain.

WiP1 International journal article in preparation. Manuscript on multi-state

graph-based modelling of two-phase refrigeration systems. Project in

collaboration with University of Minnesota, USA.

WiP2 International journal article in preparation. Manuscript on control co-

design of two-phase refrigeration systems. Project in collaboration with

CNR, Italy.
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1.5 Thesis outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the chiller system, its operational schematic, and

the associated processes. Following this, an overview of common modeling

methods for Vapor Compression Systems (VCSs) is presented, emphasizing

the significance of the graph-based modeling approach in the CCD context.

The fundamentals of conservation-based graph models are then explored, elu-

cidating the extension of the method to multi-state graphs. This approach

leads to the development of a multi-state conservation-based graph modeling

(MCGM) toolbox, outlined in Section 2.4. Subsequently, the chapter elabo-

rates on deriving the chiller system model using the toolbox and concludes

by introducing the considered control system for the chiller system.

Chapter 3 explores Control Co-Design methods, highlighting their poten-

tial advantages in designing HVAC&R applications. It begins by discussing

issues concerning the definition of the optimization problem, with a partic-

ular emphasis on the importance of identifying couplings between subsys-

tems/subproblems. The chapter introduces objective functions for design

and control optimization subproblems in the given scenario. Furthermore,

subsection 3.3.2 delves into the pivotal role of Global Sensitivity Analysis

(GSA), particularly focusing on the Morris method. This method e�ciently

harnesses computationally intensive simulation models, serving as a prelimi-

nary analysis tool for CCD problems. In subection 3.4.2, the Morris method

is applied to identify the subset of influential design and control variables

concerning the aforementioned objective functions, with the goal of reduc-

ing the complexity of the optimization problems. The chapter then intro-

duces prevalent optimization strategies for CCD problems, concluding with

an exploration of the role of black-box optimization, specifically Bayesian

optimization (BO), within the CCD framework.

In Chapter 4, two optimization problems are formulated using two CCD

optimization strategies: a sequential approach and a simultaneous approach.

An analysis of the search space for both optimization problems is performed

to highlight the presence of couplings between design and control optimiza-
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tion subproblems. The algorithmic approaches for both cases are also dis-

cussed, with a particular focus on the implementation of the BO method.

The results of the optimization problems are singularly discussed and then

compared to underscore potential synergies or conflicts between the solu-

tions derived from the two optimization strategies. Their comparison o↵ers

a detailed performance analysis, highlighting the strengths and limitations

of each strategy. Finally, a convergence analysis is presented to supplement

the comparison between the strategies by examining the performance of the

proposed algorithms, including a computational perspective.

Concluding Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of the dissertation,

proposing potential areas for future research.
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Chapter 2

Chiller System Modeling

This chapter delves into an extensive explanation of the foundational

principles and methodologies employed in developing the dynamic model of

a CO2-based chiller system operating in transcritical conditions and coupled

with a stratified water storage tank.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.1 introduces the reference

system, its operational layout, and the involved processes. Following this,

Section 2.2 provides an overview of common approaches to modeling vapor

compression systems (VCSs), focusing on the challenges related to Control

Co-Design. In Section 2.3, the graph-based modeling method is presented,

highlighting the benefits of conservation-based graphs. This method is then

used to develop a toolbox, as detailed in Section 2.4, tailored specifically

for integration within Control Co-Design frameworks for two-phase thermal

management systems. The subsequent use of this toolbox to derive the graph-

based model of the chiller is discussed in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6

explores the control architecture of the chiller system.

2.1 Chiller System Overview

The investigated CO2-based chiller system harnesses the heat exchange

occurring within a natural circulation flooded evaporator to lower the tem-

perature of the water stream sourced from a stratified water storage tank.
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Figure 2.1: Operating scheme of the transcritical chiller system.

This cooled water is then employed to meet the cooling demand Q̇load of a

building. Operating under transcritical conditions, the system employs a va-

por compression cycle (VCC) where the refrigerant in the high-pressure line

can be in either a subcritical or supercritical state1. Figure 2.1 illustrates

the operational scheme and the primary system components.

The system is driven by an inverter-controlled semi-hermetic compressor

(C), and depending on the operating conditions, the refrigerant exits the

compressor in either a subcritical or supercritical state. Subsequently, the

refrigerant flows into a finned tube gas-cooler (GC) where it releases heat

to an external air stream at ambient temperature Tair. The air, extracted

from the surrounding environment, is forced through the heat exchanger

by four axial fans. Afterwards, the refrigerant is further cooled by passing

through the high-pressure side of the internal heat exchanger (IHX) and

1Subcritical signifies the fluid being below its critical point, while supercritical denotes
the fluid being above the critical point.
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then expanded to the evaporation pressure via a back-pressure valve (BPV),

typically regulated to maintain its inlet high-pressure set-point [2, 11, 13].

After the expansion, the two-phase mixture enters the low-pressure re-

ceiver (LPR), designed as a separator of the liquid and vapor phases. This

receiver connects its lower and upper parts to the refrigerant ports of a brazed

plate heat exchanger (FE). The remaining ports of FE are configured for a

counter-flow heat exchange with a secondary fluid (water). The refrigerant

moves through the evaporator due to buoyancy-driven natural convection,

where the driving force relies on the density di↵erence between the liquid

and gaseous phases at the evaporator’s inlet and outlet.

In the water circuit, a recirculating pump (PumpA) supplies the flooded

evaporator with water drawn from an insulated water tank (Tank) at tem-

perature TA. Then, a second recirculating pump (PumpB) delivers chilled

water at temperature TB to the building’s air conditioning system.

Simultaneously, as a portion of the liquid in the receiver feeds the flooded

evaporator, part of the refrigerant in a saturated vapor state exits the low-

pressure receiver and enters the low-pressure side of the internal heat ex-

changer. As a result, the refrigerant undergoes heating by absorbing heat

from the high-pressure line. This process ensures a consistent degree of su-

perheating at the compressor suction.

2.2 Dynamic Modeling of Vapor Compres-

sion Systems

Vapor compression systems are widely used in the HVAC&R sector due

to their remarkable e�ciency and versatile applications, ranging from house-

hold systems to industrial usage. Their widespread adoption extends across

various domains, including building HVAC systems, automotive air condi-

tioning, cold chains, and more. Over the past few decades, their usage has

seen a consistent and significant rise. Their usage has steadily grown over

the past decades, prompting the need to design and develop systems that are

increasingly e�cient and adaptable to diverse contexts of use.
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The design and development of control systems are intricately linked to

the availability of adequate simulation models. Engineers rely on these mod-

els during the preliminary stages of virtual prototyping, occurring before

the physical development and deployment of the system. This practice al-

lows engineers to refine the design of individual components as well as the

entire system, and optimize the control strategies. It involves conducting

extensive simulations and assessments in a virtual environment prior to their

real-world deployment. Unfortunately, the modeling of VCSs represents an

exceptionally challenging task, due to the highly nonlinear behavior result-

ing from strong cross-coupling and multi-timescale thermal, hydraulic and

mechanical dynamics. This is notably prominent in VCSs operating under

transcritical conditions, especially when using carbon dioxide as the refrig-

erant, owing to the substantial variations in the refrigerant’s thermophysical

properties.

The operation of actuating components (such as compressors, valves,

pumps, fans, etc.) primarily governs mechanical dynamics. Hydraulic dy-

namics arise from the interactions among these components, encompassing

both mass flow devices and the other elements, and the circulating fluids

within the system. Conversely, thermal dynamics are closely related to mass

and heat transfer phenomena, owing to the complex coupled nature of the

working fluids involved in the VCC. The dynamics to be captured depend

heavily on the intended purpose of the model. In any case, the modeling

technique should strike an optimal balance, being accurate enough to capture

essential dynamic behaviors, while ensuring simplicity to prevent undesirable

long simulation times and reduce the duration of the design phases.

Over recent decades, the field of industrial and research domains has

witnessed the emergence of numerous tools and methodologies for thermal

modeling. These models are commonly categorized into three groups [54,

55]: white box, black box, and gray box models.

White-box models, also referred to as first principles or mechanistic mod-

els, are characterized by their foundation on physics-based principles, employ-

ing fundamental physical laws like energy and mass conservation equations.
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In contrast, black-box models rely on data-driven approaches like identifica-

tion or time-series analysis to fit experimental data, o↵ering purely numerical

solutions through simplified reduced-order dynamic models.

The majority of modeling e↵orts for VCSs are often categorized as gray-

box models. These models primarily rely on underlying physics but incor-

porate semi-empirical elements. They integrate empirical data, such as heat

transfer correlations and e�ciency maps derived from experimental tests, into

their physics-based framework. Gray-box models can be classified into two

main types: First Principle Data-Driven (FPDD) models and hybrid mod-

els [56]. FPDD models leverage black-box model identification techniques

to adapt white-box model parameters to the modeled system. On the other

hand, hybrid models combine the FP models, which explain only a part of the

system’s behavior as formulated, with a DD-type modeling that is required

to shed light where first-principle equations fall short.

Summarizing, one can choose between First-Principle (FP), Data-Driven

(DD), or a combination of both model types, depending on the level of un-

derstanding of the considered phenomena and the intended use of the model

(see Figure 2.2). Modeling a complex system often involves leveraging the

integration of these three approaches.

The e↵ectiveness of a data-driven modeling method is evident in mod-

els quick identification, particularly in constructing a black-box model using

available data, thereby expediting the modeling process. Despite their practi-

cality, these models lack a direct physical interpretation of the studied system

and often exhibit reduced robustness, limiting their applicability to a con-

fined range of conditions based on the collected data and the specific system

under examination.

In contrast, physics-based models, while more demanding in terms of time

and e↵ort during creation and validation, are characterized by minimized ap-

proximations and comprehensive structure, thus o↵ering greater adaptability

and robustness. Their capacity to promptly incorporate changes in system

parameters or operating conditions into governing equations ensures their

reliability. However, a drawback of this method is its reliance on substantial
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computational capabilities. Nonetheless, thanks to the continuous advance-

ment in installed computing power within modern computer systems, this

limitation is progressively alleviated, enabling the processing of increasingly

complex models in shorter time frames [54]. This boost in computational

capability has also promoted the development of more e�cient optimization

algorithms and methods, facilitating the handling of the intricate physics-

based models required by these approaches, as will discussed further in this

dissertation.

Design-oriented models often require high accuracy and can benefit from

modeling approaches capable of reproducing dynamics across various orders,

encompassing both low and high orders. On the other hand, control-oriented

models prefer modeling approaches that replicate dynamics of the lowest

possible order. This allows leveraging control system design tools without

completely losing essential information regarding the underlying physics of

the system.

Therefore, developing control-oriented models necessitates making certain

assumptions. Among these, actuating components are often characterized
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by high-order dynamics that can be overlooked, leading to simplifications

in their modeling. Conversely, heat exchangers exhibit lower-order dynam-

ics and significantly influence the overall system dynamics, as detailed in

[33]. Hence, while the mass flow devices are represented with static algebraic

formulations, the modeling of heat exchangers involves significantly more in-

tricate procedures. Consequently, numerous researchers have directed their

focus toward studying modeling approaches specifically designed for heat

exchangers, paying particular attention to physics-based frameworks.

The modeling of heat exchangers can be broadly approached through

three main methodologies, each o↵ering distinct advantages and trade-o↵s

in terms of accuracy, computational complexity, and the ability to capture

specific dynamics [54, 55, 57].

Lumped Parameter Approach

The lumped parameter approach in heat exchanger modeling simplifies

equations by assuming lumped parameters for the entire heat exchanger

or specific fluid phases. While simpler than Moving Boundary (MB)

and Finite Volume (FV) methods, it struggles to capture transient

behavior, leading to lower accuracy. This limitation, particularly in

detecting superheating/subcooling and capturing heat transfer dynam-

ics, makes it unsuitable for advanced control development. Specifically,

when applied to a two-phase fluid heat exchanger, the lumped parame-

ter model tends to oversimplify by treating it as a single lumped subsys-

tem, ignoring crucial dynamics associated with the boundary between

two-phase and single-phase flow regions observed in more advanced MB

and FV models.

Moving Boundary (MB) Approach

First introduced in [58], the MB method discretizes heat exchangers

based on fluid phases, typically dividing them into three control vol-

umes: superheated, two-phase, and subcooled. It can be regarded as

an adaptation of the lumped parameter approach, where parameters

are once again aggregated within regions defined by fluid phases, while

permitting the transition point between these phases to be a dynamic
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variable.. This strategy aims to grasp the dynamics of heat exchang-

ers handling multiple fluid phases while maintaining the simplicity of

lumped parameter models. Unlike lumped parameter models, MB mod-

els allow the lengths of fluid phases to vary over time. At the core of

this method lies the capability to predict the e↵ective phase change

position within a heat exchanger. The introduction of the Switched

Moving Boundary (SMB) approach further refined this technique, al-

lowing fluid phases to appear and vanish without introducing numerical

complications [59, 60, 61, 55]. The computational demand of a moving-

boundary model is typically lower than that of a finite-volume approach

due to its reliance on a smaller set of di↵erential equations. However,

this simplicity can compromise accuracy since these models use lumped

characteristics for each control volume, such as a mean void fraction for

the two-phase zone, and often overlook pressure drop and momentum

e↵ects.

Discretized Approach: Finite di↵erence (FD) and Finite Volume

(FV) approaches provide models that are fairly accurate, and are largely

implemented in commercial software packages. These methods typ-

ically derive governing equations either by discretizing the heat ex-

changer into numerous controls and applying conservation equations

directly, assuming average or lumped parameters, or by discretizing the

governing Partial Di↵erential Equations (PDEs) using the FD method.

The FV approach in heat exchanger modeling involves discretizing the

fluid into control volumes (CV), allowing for the application of energy

and continuity equations to each CV, determining average parameters.

Higher discretization levels can improve model accuracy but come with

increased computational demands. FV models, categorized by their

inclusion or exclusion of conservation of momentum, can capture pres-

sure drop e↵ects but introduce complexities with transient momentum

behavior, leading to a sti↵ dynamic system. An alternative approach

to integrate pressure drops is to calculate static pressure di↵erentials

between regions, which results in the formulation of a system of Di↵er-
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ential Algebraic Equations (DAEs).

Compared to lumped parameter approaches, FV methods provide more

detailed fluid behavior modeling by considering thermophysical gradi-

ents and distributed parameters, resulting in higher accuracy predic-

tions. However, the accuracy of predictions using FV methods heavily

relies on the level of discretization, which varies based on the specific

application. The accuracy is also influenced by assumptions made when

calculating average properties for each region.

Di↵ering from the MB approach, FV modeling operates by considering

average values within control regions, relying on extensive discretization

for accurate refrigerant mass predictions. In contrast to MB methods,

which generally ignore momentum conservation, FV and FD methods

provide numerous strategies to handle this aspect.

While FV and FD methods result in highly accurate models, they are

more suitable for dynamic simulations than for developing control algo-

rithms or predicting extensive transients due to their high dynamic or-

der and complexity. Various toolboxes have been developed to leverage

these qualities, primarily adopting component-based modeling frame-

works (e.g., Thermosys [33]) and object-oriented approaches (e.g., Sim-

scape, Modelica, etc.).

Object-oriented modeling has significantly influenced FV model im-

plementation. These software packages represent physical connections

through component model interconnections, and e�ciently automate

several aspects of model development, handling initial conditions, causal-

ity relationships, and system-level inputs.

In the domain of discretized methods, graph-based modeling (GBM)

remains a relatively unexplored path for Vapor Compression Systems

(VCS). Typically applied within single-phase thermal-fluid systems,

there have been limited e↵orts to adapt this approach to two-phase

thermal-fluid systems by adopting the bond-graph method, which graph-

ically describes system dynamics across multiple domains using energy

states and energy flows [62].
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Various modeling examples exist, employing both true bond graphs [63,

64, 65] and pseudo bond graphs [66, 67, 68]. True bond graphs rely

on e↵ort and flow variables, whose combination represents power, en-

abling the potential description of all types of physical systems. Pseudo

bond graphs di↵er from true bond graphs in their distinct character-

istic: the product of variables associated with each bond does not

always equate to instantaneous power, unlike true bond graphs [66].

Nonetheless, they share other characteristics of the method with true

bond graphs. Furthermore, specific software solutions, like Simcenter

Amesim [69], incorporate bond graphs for modeling two-phase systems

and have demonstrated success in modeling and validating CO2-based

heat pump systems operating under transcritical conditions [70, 71,

72].

Recently, an alternative graph-based approach, known as conservation-

based graph-based modeling, has emerged, proving highly suitable for

modeling conservation-based systems [73]. This method e�ciently mod-

els dynamic systems using interconnected nodes and edges. While ex-

tensively applied in single-phase thermal-fluid systems with notable

success [74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 52], Russell et al. have demonstrated its

adaptability to e↵ectively capture the dynamics within two-phase sys-

tems [57]. Furthermore, the authors showcased that the computational

burden of this modeling method can be equated to less accurate ap-

proaches. In Section 2.3, the approach pioneered by Russell et al. will

be detailed, followed by its implementation to model the specific chiller

system under investigation.

It must be noted that choosing the right modeling approach for heat

exchangers has a ripple e↵ect on how other system components are mod-

eled. The advantage of GBM method lies in its seamless extension to various

components within the chiller system. This versatility is especially benefi-

cial in addressing CCD problems, leveraging models that serve both design

and control objectives concurrently. The flexibility of GBM, shaped by its

multi-domain logic and adjustable fidelity levels, paired with its computa-
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tional e�ciency, is an essential feature to meet the requirements of CCD

for complex systems such as HVAC&R systems based on vapor compression

cycles.

Finally, similar to the FV method, conservation-based graph-based mod-

eling o↵ers an opportunity to benefit from object-oriented modeling tech-

niques. In Section 2.4, certain aspects of object-oriented modeling, such as

class parameterization and inheritance, will be used to craft a toolbox for

developing and fine-tuning graph-based models, following the framework in-

troduced in [57]. This toolbox aims to streamline the generation of models

from shared foundational elements.

2.3 Graph-Based Modeling Method

Graph-based modeling is a powerful methodology used for dynamic mod-

eling and analysis, representing power flow across various domains: ther-

mal, hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical. It establishes a unified framework

capable of representing power flow dynamics both with linear and nonlin-

ear relationships [74]. Graph-based models are structured based on energy

conservation laws and o↵er modular construction by combining individual

components into larger systems, streamlining the validation process as each

component can be independently isolated and validated. Beyond this, they

allow for adaptable fidelity, facilitating the adjustment of the number of dy-

namic states for either more detailed or simplified models, and also enable

scaling the size of the model, ultimately enhancing computational e�ciency

[79, 57].

Stemming from energy conservation principles, these models o↵er flexi-

bility by seamlessly adapting to di↵erent domains and find applications in

diverse systems like thermal management systems [74, 76, 57], aircraft [75,

79, 77, 53, 52], and hybrid energy storage systems [51]. Their modular nature

and ability to flexibly adjust across diverse energy domains and timescales

make them well-suited for applications in model-based control [80, 77, 53,

51]. They e↵ectively manage primary power flows while maintaining model

simplicity. Additionally, their capability to individually linearize power flow
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relationships aids in generating linear representations of nonlinear system

dynamics, proving advantageous for control design.

A graph-based modeling framework inherently accounts for the storage

and transport of conserved quantities, irrespective of the specific conserved

quantity being addressed. This characteristic proves especially valuable when

representing real-world systems governed by both energy and mass conserva-

tion. As demonstrated in [74], these systems are e↵ectively described using

two interconnected graphs: one following energy conservation laws and the

other adhering to mass conservation principles. This is particularly suitable

for systems using single-phase fluid as the working fluid, where the conserved

energy is usually represented by considering the fluid temperature as state

variable, which is insu�cient to fully describe the hydraulic dynamics within

the system. In such cases, an option exists to incorporate a secondary graph

that considers pressure as a state variable for conserved mass. This secondary

graph allows for a more nuanced representation of hydraulic dynamics, espe-

cially beneficial when these dynamics are relevant to the control system, and

facilitates the calculation of mass flow rates subsequently employed within

the primary graph. However, incorporating an additional graph increases

the computational load of the model. Thus, in the interest of model simplic-

ity, an e↵ective alternative often involves computing mass flow rates through

static algebraic formulations. Moreover, when dealing with two-phase fluids,

graph-based modeling provides a chance to incorporate momentum equation

within a single multi-state graph. This simplifies the process by eliminating

the need for a second graph, as detailed later in this section.

Two recent investigations underscore the benefits of harnessing graph-

based modeling within control co-design scenarios.

Laird et al. [51] introduce a framework for integrated plant and control

optimization of electro-thermal systems, focusing on hybrid energy storage

for electrified vehicles. It leverages graph-based modeling tools for multi-

domain system representation and control design, addressing challenges such

as high ramp rate loads. The framework is demonstrated through a case
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study on a load-haul-dump mining machine, showcasing improvements in

power density while reducing its size. It o↵ers modularity, scalability, and

adaptability for a wide range of electro-thermal systems beyond the specific

case study.

In his doctoral thesis [52], Aksland employs graph-based modeling for con-

trol co-design in electrified aircraft, showcasing its e↵ectiveness in optimizing

integrated energy management across diverse scenarios. The approach inte-

grates closed-loop dynamics into plant design, significantly enhancing closed-

loop system performance. Additionally, it e�ciently incorporates feedback

control design into architecture and sizing optimization, e↵ectively identify-

ing mission-specific thermal management system designs.

In the following subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, the mathematical formula-

tions for the single-state vertex graph and the multi-state vertex graph are

presented, following same formulation and formalism used in [57]. Finally,

the conservation equations, used to describe the dynamics involved in single-

phase fluids, two-phase fluids, and wall elements are discussed in subsection

2.3.3.

2.3.1 Single-state vertex graph

Graph-based modeling aims to define an oriented graph G = (V , E) of

Nv vertices V = {vi} , i 2 [1, 2, . . . , Nv] interconnected by Ne oriented edges

E = {ej} , j 2 [1, 2, . . . , Ne]. These vertices, vi, represent the single states

xi corresponding to conserved quantities (such as energy or mass) and serve

as storage units. Additionally, the rates of conserved quantity transfer Pj

are associated with the respective edges ej, oriented from tail vertices v
ej

tail

to head vertices v
ej

head, (refer to Figure 2.3). Each edge connects only two

vertices and allows the flow to occur in either direction. The flows Pj are

generally defined as a function of the adjacent vertex states, x
ej

tail and x
ej

head,

inputs uj, as per Eq. 2.1.

Pj = fj

�
x
ej

tail, x
ej

head, uj

�
. (2.1)
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Figure 2.3: Graph with two nodes.

Since multiple edges can converge at each vertex, the dynamics are de-

scribed by the di↵erence between the summation of incoming flows Pin and

the summation of outgoing flows Pout, as shown in the following equation.

Ci ẋi =
X

P
vi
in

�
X

P
vi
out, (2.2)

where Ci is the capacitance of the vertex vi.

An important characteristic of graph-base models is that they are de-

signed to account for both internal and external factors impacting the con-

served quantity within the system. Distinguishing nodes as internal or ex-

ternal, and specifically categorizing edges originating from external nodes as

source edges, helps in delineating their individual roles within the model.

Also, from a practical point of view, this helps dealing with the definition

of disturbances to the system. So, within the external nodes, two dis-

tinct types can be identified: source nodes Vs = {vk} , k 2 [1, 2, . . . , Ns],

where Vs * V , from which source edges Es originate; and sink vertices

Vt = {vl} , l 2 [1, 2, . . . , Nt] with sink states xt = {vt,l}, where Vt ⇢ V
but the sink states xt are not included in the state vector x. Figure 2.4

depicts an example of single-state graph of both order Nv and size Ne equal

to 8, with six internal nodes, two sources and two sinks. The labels for ver-

tices and edges are displayed in the top box, while the states and flows are
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indicated in the bottom box.

Figure 2.4: Single-state vertex graph model with two sources and two sinks.

The system dynamics are computed as follows:

C ẋ = �M P (x, xt, u) +DPs, (2.3)

where:

C = diag ([Ci]) represents a diagonal matrix of the capacitance values

of each vertex.

P denotes the vector of the flows Pj;

Ps stands for the vector of the sources Ps,k;
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M is the matrix responsible for correlating the flows Pj to the states;

D is the matrix that maps the sources Ps,k to the internal states.

The mapping matrix M 2 R(Nv�Nt)⇥Ne stems from the incidence matrix

M = [mi,j] 2 RNv⇥Ne , with the elements mi,j computed as:

mi,j =

8
>>><

>>>:

1 vi if tail of ej

�1 vi is head of ej

0 otherwise.

(2.4)

In a similar way, the elements di,k of the matrix D = [di,k] 2 R(Nv�Nt)⇥Ns

are given by:

di,k =

8
<

:
1 vi is head of es,k

0 otherwise.
(2.5)

The M and D matrices for the example in Figure 2.4 are:

M =

2

6666666666664

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

�1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �1 1 0 0 0 �1

0 �1 0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 �1 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 1

3

7777777777775

, D=

2

6666666666664

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

3

7777777777775

. (2.6)

2.3.2 Multi-state vertex graph

Russell et al. [57], as previously mentioned, expanded the earlier for-

mulation to encompass multi-state vertex graph-based models, enabling a

more comprehensive representation of complex system dynamics and inter-

dependencies. In their formulation, multi-state graph model dynamics are

computed as:

C ẋ = �
�
M ⇤ S

M

�
P (x, xt, u) + (D ⇤ SD) Ps, (2.7)
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with:

C = diag ([Cvi ]) represents a block diagonal matrix obtained combining

the capacitance matrix of each vertex vi;

S
M

is the adaptive matrix responsible for correlating the multi-flow

edges to the states;

SD is the adaptive matrix that maps the multi-source edges to the

internal states;

The operator ⇤ represents the Khatri-Rao product [81].

The block diagonal capacitance matrix is defined as in Eq. 2.8:

C =

2

6666664

[Cv1 ] 2 RNx, v1⇥Nx, v1 0 · · · 0

0 [Cv2 ] 2 RNx, v2⇥Nx, v2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · [CvN⇤
v ] 2 RNx, vN⇤

v
⇥Nx, vN⇤

v

3

7777775
,

(2.8)

where N⇤
v
= Nv�Nt is the number of internal nodes and Nx, vi is the number

of states in the vertex vi.

The adaptive matrix S
M

= [Si,j] 2 [R](Nv�Nt)⇥Ne is obtained combining

block matrices Si,j = [Sa,b]i,j 2 RNx, vi⇥NP, ej , where NP, ej is the number of

flows in the edge ej. The elements Sa,b of each matrix Si,j are determined

considering the dependence between the ath state in the vertex vi and the bth

flow in the edge ej. If the ath state in the vertex vi is function of the bth flow

in the edge ej, then Sa,b is equal to 1, otherwise is equal to 0. This can be

summarized as follows:

[Sa,b]i,j =

8
<

:
1 (C ẋ)

i,a
= f (Pj,b)

0 otherwise.
(2.9)

A similar approach is used to determine the elements Sa,b of each matrix

Si,k = [Sa,b]i,k 2 RNx, vi⇥NP, es,k that composes the adaptive matrix SD =
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[Si,k] 2 [R](Nv�Nt)⇥Ns , where NP, es,k
is the number of flows in the source edge

es,k. Therefore, if the a
th state in the vertex vi is function of the b

th flow in

the edge es,k, then the element Sa,b of Si,k are equal to 1, otherwise is equal

to 0, as defined in Eq. 2.10:

[Sa,b]i,k =

8
<

:
1 (C ẋ)

i,a
= f (Ps,k,b)

0 otherwise.
(2.10)

It is worth noting that this formalism is consistent with the formulation

outlined in subsection 2.3.1 for a single-state vertex graph. Indeed, if each

node is associated with only one state, then M ⇤ S
M

= M and D ⇤ SD = D.

Figure 2.5: Multi-state vertex graph model with two sources and two sinks.
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Figure 2.5 illustrates the multi-state graph, derived from Figure 2.4 con-

sidering one state for the internal nodes v2 and v5, and two states for remain-

ing nodes.

The corresponding adapted matrices are:

M ⇤ S
M

=

2

666666664

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
�1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 �1 1 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 �1
0 �1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

3

777777775

,

D ⇤ SD =

2

6666666666666666666666664

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

3

7777777777777777777777775

.

(2.11)

2.3.3 Graph-based model governing equations

As observed, nodes and edges respectively serve as storage and transport

elements, defining the dynamics of the modeled system. Storage elements

can be used to model various components like pipes, heat exchangers, tanks,

separators, etc. Conversely, transport elements encompass energy flows such

as enthalpy flow rate and convective heat transfer, along with fluid flows

driven by dynamic forces from mass flow devices or pressure variations within

a fluid.

To simplify model complexity and focus on essential dynamics, assump-
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tions are necessary to formulate mathematical representations, including:

heat exchangers are modeled as long cylindrical pipes, with their length

significantly exceeding their diameter, while maintaining a consistent

cross-sectional area;

each node represents a control volume with constant cross-sectional

area;

single-phase fluids are incompressible, therefore no mass accumulation

occurs and hydraulic dynamics are neglected;

the fluid flows only in the longitudinal direction;

single-phase and two-phase flows are homogeneous;

heat conduction in flow direction is neglected.

In the following, the discussion continues delving into specific assump-

tions, categorized into storage and transport elements, and the mathematical

formulation involving conservation equations.

Storage element modeling assumptions

In thermal management systems, two main types of nodes can be identi-

fied: fluid and solid nodes. Fluid nodes serve to represent both single-phase

and two-phase fluid volumes, while solid nodes are typically designated to

represent heat exchanger walls. Assumptions regarding fluid nodes include:

two-phase fluid nodes store both energy and mass, whereas single-phase

fluid nodes store only energy;

two-phase fluid nodes consider pressure p and specific enthalpy h as

state variables (Figure 2.6b), while single-phase fluid nodes consider

temperature T as a state variable (Figure 2.6a).

Regarding solid nodes, the following applies:

each node has isotropic properties;
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each node store only energy;

solid nodes consider temperature as a state variable, as in Figure 2.6a.

(a) One-state node. (b) Two-state node.

Figure 2.6: State variables of the storage elements.

Transport element modeling assumptions

In these systems, transport phenomena are associated with the transfer

of energy and mass. The mechanisms governing energy transfer primarily

include enthalpic flow and convective heat transfer, both closely related to

mass transport. While in some applications another mechanism to consider

is heat exchange due to conduction, in this work, the focus remains solely on

the former two. Therefore, the transport elements can be categorized into

advective edges and convective edges. The former denote mass and enthalpic

flows between two fluid nodes, whereas the latter represent convective heat

transfer between a fluid and a solid node. The following assumptions hold

for the advective edges:

for single-phase fluids, only energy, represented as enthalpy flow rate,

is considered as the transported quantity, as detailed in Figure 2.7a;

in two-phase fluids, Figure 2.7b, the transported quantities include en-

ergy and mass, conveyed through enthalpy ṁ h and mass ṁ flow rates,

respectively;
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the approach employs a modified version of the upwind scheme [82],

where the enthalpy flowing through the edge corresponds to the en-

thalpy of the tail node.

Regarding convective edges, the transported quantity is energy, and the

flow is represented by the heat exchanged between the two connected nodes:

one fluid node and one wall node (Figure 2.7c), due to the temperature

di↵erence between them.

(a) Advective edge: single-
phase flow.

(b) Advective edge: two-phase
flow.

(c) Convective edge.

Figure 2.7: Flows of the transport elements.

Governing equations

All three types of nodes (single-phase v1, solid v2, and two-phase v3) are

depicted in the graph in Figure 2.8 representing a single-phase to two-phase
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heat exchanger. To introduce the mathematical formulation that describe

Figure 2.8: Single-phase to two-phase heat exchanger, with one single-phase
v1, one two-phase v3, and one solid v2 internal nodes.

the phenomena involved in a heat exchanger, it is useful to refer to three

di↵erent subgraphs:

single-phase fluid subgraph comprises by the source node vs,1, the in-

ternal node v1, the sink node vt,1, and all the edges entering and exiting

v1 (es,1, e1, and e2);

two-phase fluid subgraph includes by the source node vs,2, the internal

node v3, the sink node vt,2, and all the edges entering and exiting v3

(es,2, e3, and e4);

wall subgraph encompasses by the internal node v2 along with edges e2

and e3.
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The respective dynamics can be derived by applying Eq. 2.2 along with the

previously mentioned assumptions. Therefore, for the single-phase fluid sub-

graph the following equation holds:

m1 cp,1
dT1

dt
= ṁ cp,s,1 Ts,1 � ṁ cp,1 T1 � ↵1 A1�2 (T1 � T2), (2.12)

where:

m1 = ⇢1 V1 is the mass of the fluid within the discretized control volume,

where ⇢1 is the density and V1 is the volume;

cp denotes the fluid specific heat at constant pressure;

ṁ represents the fluid mass flow rate, which is typically defined as an

input parameter or provided by a dedicated mass flow device (e.g., fan,

pump, etc.);

↵1 stands for the convective heat transfer coe�cient of the fluid in v1,

computed from the mass flow rate ṁ;

A1�2 refers to the heat transfer surface area between nodes v1 and v2.

Similarly, the dynamics of the wall subgraph are given by:

m2 cp,2
dT2

dt
= ↵1 A1�2 (T1 � T2)� ↵3 A2�3 (T2 � T3), (2.13)

where:

m2 is the mass of solid material that composes the discretized control

volume of the wall;

↵3 stands for the convective heat transfer coe�cient of the two-phase

fluid in v3, computed from the mass flow rate ṁs,2;

A2�3 refers to the heat transfer surface area between nodes v2 and v3;

T3 represents the temperature of the two-phase fluid in v3, calculated

from the state variables p3 and h3.
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To describe the dynamics of the two-phase fluid subgraph, both energy

conservation and mass conservation equations must be written:

Ac,3
@(⇢u)3
@t

+
@(ṁ h)3
@z

= ↵3 A2�3,z (T2 � T3) (2.14)

Ac,3
@⇢3

@t
+
@ṁ3

@z
= 0, (2.15)

where:

Ac,3 represents the constant pipe cross-sectional area of the heat ex-

changer;

A2�3,z represents the heat transfer surface area between nodes v2 and

v3 per unit of length z;

⇢3 stands for the density of the fluid in v3;

u3 is the internal energy of the fluid in v3, given by:

⇢3 u3 = ⇢3 h3 � p3; (2.16)

z is the spatial coordinate in the direction of the flow.

Using the definition of internal energy, the energy conservation equation 2.14

transforms into:

Ac,3
@(⇢h� p)3

@t
+
@(ṁ h)3
@z

= ↵3 A2�3,z (T2 � T3). (2.17)

As suggested in [33], the PDEs equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.17, can be re-

arranged into ODEs by applying Leibniz’s rule to integrate them along the

spatial coordinate in order to remove the spatial dependence:

Z
z2(t)

z1(t)

@f(z, t)

@t
dz =

d

dt

"Z
z2(t)

z1(t)

f(z, t) dz

#
�f(z2(t), t)

dz2(t)

dt
+f(z1(t), t)

dz1(t)

dt
.

(2.18)
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Within the current modeling framework the boundaries z1 and z2 do not vary

with time, hence Leibniz’s equation reduces to:

Z
z2(t)

z1(t)

@f(z, t)

@t
dz =

d

dt

"Z
z2(t)

z1(t)

f(z, t) dz

#
. (2.19)

Therefore, setting z1 = 0 and z2 = L3, where L3 stands for the length of the

control volume in v3, and integrating with respect to z:

Z
L3

0


Ac,3

@(⇢h� p)3
@t

+
@(ṁ h)3
@z

�
dz = ↵3 A2�3 (T2 � T3) (2.20)

Z
L3

0


Ac,3

@⇢3

@t
+
@ṁ3

@z

�
dz = 0. (2.21)

By applying Leibniz’s rule:

Ac,3
d

dt

Z
L3

0

(⇢h)3 dz � Ac,3
d

dt

Z
L3

0

p3 dz + (ṁ h)3�(ṁ h)s,2 =

= ↵3 A2�3 (T2 � T3)

(2.22)

Ac,3
d

dt

Z
L3

0

⇢3 dz + ṁ3 � ṁs,2 = 0, (2.23)

leading to:

Ac,3 L3
d(⇢h)3

dt
� Ac,3 L3

dp3

dt
= (ṁ h)s,2 � (ṁ h)3 + ↵3 A2�3 (T2 � T3)

(2.24)

Ac,3 L3
d⇢3

dt
= ṁs,2 � ṁ3. (2.25)

The first derivative term in Eq. 2.24 can be further rearranged as follows:

d(⇢h)3
dt

= h3
d⇢3

dt
+ ⇢3

dh3

dt

= h3
@⇢3

@h3

����
p3

dh3

dt
+ h3

@⇢3

@p3

����
h3

dp3

dt
+ ⇢3

dh3

dt
,

(2.26)
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while the derivative in Eq. 2.25 can be written as:

d⇢3

dt
=

@⇢3

@p3

����
h3

dp3

dt
+
@⇢3

@h3

����
p3

dh3

dt
. (2.27)

Finally, substituting these derivatives into Eqs. 2.24-2.25 and grouping the

common factors, the energy conservation and mass conservation equations

can be expressed as:

Ac,3 L3

"
h3
@⇢3

@p3

����
h3

� 1

#
dp3

dt
+Ac,3 L3

"
h3
@⇢3

@h3

����
p3

+ ⇢3

#
dh3

dt
=

= (ṁ h)s,2 � (ṁ h)3 + ↵3 A2�3 (T2 � T3)

(2.28)

Ac,3 L3
@⇢3

@p3

����
h3

dp3

dt
+ Ac,3 L3

@⇢3

@h3

����
p3

dh3

dt
= ṁs,2 � ṁ3, (2.29)

where ṁ3 denotes the fluid mass flow rate, which is determined through the

momentum equation, as will be elaborated upon shortly, or supplied by a

dedicated mass flow device (e.g., compressor, valve, etc.).

Note that by considering Eqs. 2.12, 2.13, and 2.28-2.29, one can derive

the capacitance matrix for each internal node in the following manner:

[Cv1 ] = m1 cp,1 (2.30)

[Cv2 ] = m2 cp,2 (2.31)

[Cv3 ] =

2

6664

Ac,3 L3

"
h3

@⇢3

@p3

����
h3

� 1

#
Ac,3 L3

"
h3

@⇢3

@h3

����
p3

+ ⇢3

#

Ac,3 L3
@⇢3

@p3

����
h3

Ac,3 L3
@⇢3

@h3

����
p3

3

7775
. (2.32)

Following the method outlined in [57], the momentum e↵ects are inte-

grated within the modeling framework to describe the two-phase flow. The

acceleration drop and gravitational e↵ects in the steady-state momentum
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equation are neglected, while major and minor losses are considered:

ptail � phead �
Ltail ftail ṁ

2
tail

2 ⇢tail A2
c,tail

dh,tail
� kL,tail ṁ

2
tail

2 ⇢tail
= 0, (2.33)

where dh, f , and kL are the hydraulic diameter, the friction factor, and the

minor losses coe�cient of the tail node, respectively. Although both f and

kL are dependent on the flow regime, in the following, they will be considered

as parameters specific to the component being modeled.

Hence, the mass flow rate transferring between two two-phase fluid nodes

can be calculated using Eq. 2.33 in the following manner:

ṁtail = Ac,tail

vuut 2 (ptail � phead)
Ltail ftail

⇢tail dh,tail
+ kL,tail

⇢tail

. (2.34)

2.4 Multi-state Conservation-based

Graph-based Modeling (MCGM) Toolbox

Taking advantage of the properties and mathematical framework inher-

ent in the multi-state conservation-based graph-based modeling method, a

dedicated toolbox called the MCGM Toolbox has been developed. Its devel-

opment specifically aims to incorporate the capability of modeling two-phase

thermal management systems, aligning with the methodology proposed in

[57]. This toolbox is tailored to facilitate the modeling stages, automating

composition and analysis of the graph, through a set of routines implemented

in Matlab that leverages built-in functions of the Graph and Network Algo-

rithms library [83]. Although in its current version it appears as a stand-alone

tool, the author’s intent is for the toolbox to be conceived as an extension,

explicitly drawing inspiration from it, of the multi-domain toolbox developed

in [53], and based on the graph model interconnection algorithms presented

in [79].

The main features of the toolbox are depicted in Figure 2.9. The foun-
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dation of the toolbox consists of a component library enabling users to ef-

fortlessly obtain the graph model of several components, such as pipes, heat

exchangers, tanks, and separators. Users simply specify:

component type;

component graph name;

fluid type and number of states in the fluid nodes;

material of solid nodes;

number of nodes for each type of nodes to align the resulting model

with their specific objectives and computational resources.

A dedicated routine manages the composition of the graph and provides both

the graph’s structure and the corresponding data structure containing node,

edge, and model parameter information. Among these, each node and edge

is associated a name, which serves as a label that can be easily handled in

further operations, while model parameters can be defined by the user in

a subsequent phase. Additionally, another routine computes the incidence

matrix, yielding M as detailed in Eq. 2.4. It also calculates the mapping

matrix D for the source flows, and determines the adaptive matrices S
M

and

SD as specified in equations 2.5, 2.9, and 2.10.

Subsequently, the toolbox provides functionalities for linking individual

component graphs to construct more intricate subsystems or complete sys-

tems. The user is asked to define an array comprising pairs of node names

that are part of distinct graphs. The connection between two graphs occurs

only if the nodes form a pair of types: fluid/fluid, wall/fluid, or fluid/wall.

In the case of fluid/fluid pairs, the routine also verifies that the two nodes

contain the same number of states and the same type of fluid. Moreover, wall

nodes can only be internal nodes. If these criteria are not met, the routine

returns a message indicating the impossibility of connecting the two graphs.

However, in a positive outcome, the connection operates as follows:
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MCGM
Toolbox

Components library

Conservation and
phenomenological laws

Initialization functions

Pipes
Heat exchangers
Tanks
Separators
Mass flow devices

Component parameters
Boundary conditions
Initial state values
Simulation parameters
Inputs definition

Graph connectivity functions

Incidence matrix
Source flows mapping matrix
Adaptive matrices

Simulation function

Energy and mass conservation equations
Momentum equation
Mass flow devices routines
Heat transfer coefficient routines

Automatic generation
of ODEs system

Graph structure functions

Figure 2.9: MCGM Toolbox.

if the two nodes are both internal nodes, the routine establishes an edge

from the first to the second node of the pair. This edge is advective

if the nodes are of type fluid/fluid, and convective if the nodes are of

type wall/fluid or fluid/wall;

when one node is a source and the other is an internal node, a source

edge is traced from the source node to the internal node. The edge

is advective for fluid/fluid node pairs, and convective for wall/fluid or

fluid/wall pairs;

in the case of one node being a sink and the other an internal node, the

sink node is eliminated, and the internal node inherits the connections

that were previously linked to the sink node;
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if one node is a source and the other a sink, both nodes are eliminated,

and their respective connections are inherited by the internal nodes

that were originally linked to them.

After establishing the connection, a new graph is obtained, and the toolbox

automatically computes the graph structure, also identifying fluid circuits,

and topology data structures by integrating the information from each com-

bined graph. Additionally, the mapping and adaptive matrices are recalcu-

lated. At this point, users have the option to incorporate mass flow devices

into the model, following the instructions outlined in subsection 2.4.2.

As suggested by Russell et al. [57], fluid properties are stored in lookup

tables generated using REFPROP [84]. These lookup tables are used within

the simulation function to interpolate the fluid properties in each fluid node,

using state variable values. Boundary conditions and inputs can encompass

the states of source nodes, the flows of edges connecting internal nodes to

sink nodes, if not defined during the simulation by mass flow device func-

tions, and manipulable variables of mass flow devices. Conversely, initial

conditions cover all dynamic states of internal nodes. A toolbox function

is responsible for extracting information from the graph’s data structure to

define two arrays, one for boundary condition values and the other for the

initial conditions. Then, the user can decide to conveniently set the val-

ues of model parameters, boundary conditions and initial state values either

through the workspace or via user-defined functions. Once the parameters

of the components and the initial conditions are set, a routine computes

the block diagonal capacitance matrix, as described in Eqs. 2.8, 2.30, 2.31,

and 2.32.

Finally, the toolbox includes a simulation function capable of adapting

to any graph order and size, and easily accessible to solvers. This func-

tion requires essential data structures of the dynamic model (graph topology

data, model parameters, boundary conditions, inputs, and initial conditions)

along with specific simulation and solver parameters. Using the node state

values as a starting point, it computes system dynamics at each integration
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step using Eq. 2.7. Notably, this simulation function seamlessly integrates

with controller functions and can be readily implemented within analysis and

optimization functions.

2.4.1 Simulation function

The main steps of the algorithm implemented within the simulation func-

tion are outlined as follows:

during each simulation step, the integrated state values provided by the

solver are stored and used to compute the fluid properties of individual

fluid nodes and the block diagonal capacitance matrix using Eq. 2.8;

boundary conditions and inputs are associated with their respective

nodes, edges, and manipulable variables, and their values are assigned

accordingly;

mass flow rates, sourced from mass flow devices, natural circulation

e↵ects (see subsection 2.4.2), and internal tank mass conservation, are

computed using specific routines and linked with their corresponding

edge;

calculation of momentum-induced mass flow rates in two-phase flow is

performed using Eq. 2.34;

energy flows in advective edges are computed as depicted in Figure 2.7;

starting from mass flow rate values, heat transfer coe�cients are com-

puted using correlations detailed in subsection 2.4.2. Subsequently,

energy flows are computed for each convective edge;

lastly, the vectors of edge flows P and sources Ps are assembled, leverag-

ing topology data, and the derivatives of state variables are computed

using Eq. 2.7.

2.4.2 Components library

The main thermal management components in the toolbox are:
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Pipes

Pipes are modeled as long circular tubes. The basic element of a pipe

comprises only one source, one internal, and one sink nodes. Figure 2.10

shows the graphs of the basic element of a single-phase and a two-phase pipe.

However, by setting the number of nodes, the toolbox o↵ers the opportunity

to generate multiple-node pipes, attaching each node in series. Moreover,

(a) Single-phase pipe.

(b) Two-phase pipe.

Figure 2.10: Pipe graphs with one internal node.

the users provide the name to associate with the component graph, and the

number of state variables and fluid type in the nodes. If the number of

states and the chosen fluid type are inconsistent, the toolbox displays an

error message highlighting this incompatibility and the consequent inability

to generate the graph. Before simulating the model, the users must set the

following parameters: pipe length L1, hydraulic diameter dh,1, cross-sectional

area Ac,1, friction factor f1, and minor loss coe�cient kL,1. In case of multiple-

node pipes, a function divides the total length L1 for each node.

The dynamics of single-phase pipes are then computed though Eq. 2.12,

while the dynamics of two-phase pipes come from Eqs. 2.28 and 2.29, ne-

glecting the term related to heat transfer in both cases.

Heat exchangers

Heat exchangers are modeled as long circular horizontal tubes and are

classified as single-phase to single-phase, single-phase to two-phase, and two-

phase to two-phase. Users choose:
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name of the component graph;

type, flow configuration (counterflow or parallel flow) and number of

basic elements of the heat exchanger;

fluid type in both sides of the heat exchanger;

material of the wall.

Each basic element is composed by one node for the solid node and each fluid

node. Figure 2.8 depicts the basic element of a single-phase to two-phase

heat exchanger. Therefore, heat exchangers with multiple basic elements are

obtained by connecting each fluid node of one basic element with the fluid

node of the same type of another basic element. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5

show the graphs of a single-phase to single-phase heat exchanger and a two-

phase to two-phase heat exchanger, each composed of two basic elements and

operating in a counterflow configuration.

For each fluid flow, the parameters to be configured include: total length

L, hydraulic diameter dh, cross-sectional area Ac, heat transfer surface area

between the fluid and the heat exchanger wall Aw, friction factor f , and

minor loss coe�cient kL. Moreover, the total mass of the heat exchanger

wall mw needs to be specified.

In a similar manner to the pipes, in case of multiple nodes for the same

fluid, a function automatically divides the total length L, the heat transfer

surface area Aw, and the mass of the wall mw for each node.

User can choose among di↵erent correlations, summarized in Table 2.1,

to compute the convective heat transfer coe�cients. Each correlation uses

the thermodynamic properties of the fluid within the involved fluid node un-

dergoing heat exchange and a mass flow rate value. Within the toolbox, this

mass flow rate value is computed as the average of the incoming and outgo-

ing mass flow rates from the node. Furthermore, a function for smoothing

is employed to reconcile calculated values in the transitional region between

subcritical and supercritical conditions within two-phase fluids.
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It is important to highlight the option of selecting a Regression method,

aligned with the method proposed in [57, 85]. This choice aims to reduce

the risk of encountering numerical issues stemming from potential discon-

tinuities in the correlations. In this case, users are prompted to input a

lookup table containing smoothed heat transfer coe�cients. This table is

then employed within the simulation function to calculate the interpolated

value corresponding to the considered mass flow rate.

Table 2.1: Convective heat transfer coe�cient correlations.

Flow type Fluid type/state Correlation

Single-phase flow

Air
Regression

Colburn j-factor2

Water

Regression

Sieder and Tate [86]

Gnielinski [87]

Two-phase flow

Subcritical
Regression

Sieder and Tate [86]

Supercritical

Regression

Sieder and Tate [86]

Liu [88]

Tanks

Tank model is defined by setting the number of nodes and the number of

inlet and outlet ports of each node. The parameters to be set include:

total volume V , which is then divided for each node;

hydraulic diameter dh, cross-sectional area Ac and minor loss coe�cient

kL of outlet ports.

2Convective heat transfer coe�cient ↵ computed using Colburn j-factor:

j = 0.023Re�0.2, ↵ =
j ṁ

Ac
cp

Pr2/3
,

where Re and Pr are Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, respectively.
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Figure 2.11 shows an example of tank considering a single-phase fluid.

The tank includes three internal nodes, and the first and third nodes present

an inlet and an output port. As introduced in subsection 2.3.3, single-phase

fluids are considered incompressible, and the incoming and outgoing mass

flow rates are either set by inputs or calculated by mass flow device routines.

Therefore, the simulation function ensures that the sum of incoming mass

flow rates equals the sum of outgoing mass flow rates during simulation. This

allows for computing the mass flow rate flowing between internal tank nodes

by simply applying mass balance equations.

Figure 2.11: Single-phase tank with three internal nodes, two inlet ports
and two outlet ports.

For tanks containing two-phase fluids, it is not necessary to adhere to

such a condition, as it is ensured by the mass and conservation equations.

In this case, the mass flow rate between two fluid nodes is computed using

Eq. 2.33.

Separators

The separator is modeled as a vertical cylindrical component. Its model

consists of a single internal two-phase fluid node and must include at least

one inlet port and one outlet port. Users must set:
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diameter d and height h of the separator, from which the volume V is

obtained;

heights of inlet and outlet ports;

a dataset consisting of two columns: the first column records volume

fraction values paired with internal height fraction values in the second

column. During each simulation step, this dataset is used to calcu-

late the liquid-vapor interface height, allowing for versatile modeling of

separators with varying geometries;

hydraulic diameter dh, cross-sectional area Ac and minor loss coe�cient

kL of outlet ports, used to compute the mass flow rate using Eq. 2.33.

During simulation, the state variables of the internal node help establish

the fluid properties under saturated conditions. Consequently, the density

of the saturated liquid phase aids in calculating the liquid volume within

the separator. This calculated volume, in turn, determines the height of the

liquid-vapor interface. Subsequently, this value is compared with the height

of each outlet port to derive the properties of the two-phase fluid exiting the

separator:

if the internal node is in a two-phase state and the height of the port

is equal to or greater than the liquid-vapor interface height, the fluid

exits the separator in saturated vapor conditions;

if the internal node is in a two-phase state and the height of the port

is smaller than the liquid-vapor interface height, the fluid exits the

separator in saturated liquid conditions;

if the internal node is in a state of subcooling or superheating, the

properties of the exiting fluid mirror those of the internal node.

As will be discussed later in this section, by closing a loop between one

of the outlets and one of the inlets and inserting a heat exchanger within the

loop, this component can be coupled with the natural convection mechanism

that drives mass transport within the loop.
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Heat sources

Heat sources are represented as sources that can be linked to nodes of

any type. The associated energy flow is integrated into the energy balance

of the connected node.

The following models for mass flow devices are incorporated:

Fans

The toolbox allows users to incorporate the model of one or multiple

fans in parallel between two single-phase nodes where the fluid is air. After

specifying the edge for the fan model, a routine logs all the nodes and edges

within the air circuit where the fan is placed (v1 and v2 in Figure 2.12). It

calculates the mass flow rate ṁfan needed for the the pressure rise �pfan

to equalize the total pressure losses �ploss across the involved nodes in the

circuit.

Figure 2.12: Fan circuit graph.

At each step, the algorithm involves using a trial value �p
⇤
fan

to deter-

mine a corresponding value ṁ
⇤
fan

. From �p
⇤
fan

it is possible to compute the

pressure coe�cient  fan:

 fan =
�p

⇤
fan

⇢i !
2
fan

d
2
fan

, (2.35)

where:

⇢i is the density of the fluid entering the fan (⇢2 referring to Figure 2.12),

expressed in kgm�3;

!fan = 2 ⇡ nfan/60 denotes the fan rotational speed in rad s�1, com-

puted from the rotational speed nfan measured in rpm;
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dfan represents the fan impeller diameter in m.

The pressure coe�cient is then used to calculate the flow coe�cient �fan

using the polynomial:

�fan =
8X

k=0

p�,k  
k

fan
, (2.36)

with the coe�cients [p�,0, . . . , p�,8] drawn from manufacturers data. With

�fan, the volumetric flow rate V̇fan can be derived:

V̇
⇤
fan

= 3600�fan !fan d
3
fan

, (2.37)

and therefore the mass flow rate ṁ
⇤
fan

:

ṁ
⇤
fan

=
⇢i V̇

⇤
fan

3600
. (2.38)

This value is then utilized to calculate the pressure losses �p
⇤
loss

across

the nodes, computed as the summation of losses across each node. This

computation proceeds as follows:

�p
⇤
loss

=

Nair,nodesX

i

1

2 ⇢i

✓
ṁ

⇤
fan

Ac,i

◆2 ✓
Li fi

dh,i
+ kL,i

◆
, (2.39)

where:

Nair,nodes is the number of nodes in the air circuit;

Ac, i, Li, dh,i, fi, and kL,i are parameters of each node supplied by users;

⇢i is the density of the fluid.

If there are multiple fans in parallel, the steps outlined in Eqs. 2.35-2.38 are

carried out for each fan. The resulting ṁ
⇤
fan

represents the summation of the

mass flow rates from each individual fan.

The process iterates, adjusting the value of �p
⇤
fan

until it aligns with

�p
⇤
loss

, thereby yielding ṁfan. This value is then associated with all the

edges in the air circuit.
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Ultimately, the power consumption Pfan of each fan is computed using:

Pfan =
�pfan V̇fan

3600 ⌘fan
, (2.40)

where ⌘fan is the total e�ciency of the fan, given by:

⌘fan =
8X

k=0

p⌘,k �
k

fan
, (2.41)

with the coe�cients [p⌘,0, . . . , p⌘,8] obtained from the e�ciency curves pro-

vided by the manufacturer.

Notably, the rotational speed nfan can be treated either as a boundary

condition or as user input.

Pumps

In the current version of the toolbox, pumps are solely modeled as input

parameters within the model and can function as both boundary conditions

and manipulable variables. Once users designate the single-phase nodes (con-

taining liquids) between which the pump is to be placed, a routine identifies

the nodes and edges comprised in the circuit in which the pump is situated.

Users are required to set the value of the mass flow rate processed by the

pump. This value is then associated with all other edges within the circuit.

Compressors

Users include a compressor model by specifying the two-phase advective

edge that represents it. The model is coupled to two existing pipe models

which calculate the necessary inlet and outlet pressure dynamics for deter-

mining mass flow rate. Automatically, the toolbox adds a new source linked

to the head node, depicted in Figure 2.13, representing the power introduced

into the fluid by the compressor’s action. A routing computes the specific

enthalpy h
⇤
head,is

from the values of the pressure in the head node phead and

the specific entropy calculated in the tail node from the state variables ptail
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Figure 2.13: Compressor graph.

and htail. This value is used to determine the isoentropic increase in the

specific enthalpy �his = h
⇤
head,is

� htail, which leads to:

h
⇤
head

= htail +
�his

⌘is
, (2.42)

where ⌘is is the compressor isoentropic e�ciency.

Then, the mass flow rate sourced by the compressor is given by:

ṁC = ⌘v ⇢tail VC

nC

60
, (2.43)

where:

⌘v is the compressor volumetric e�ciency;

⇢tail is the density of the two-phase fluid in the tail node, in kgm�3;

VC is the compressor displacement volume, expressed in m3;

nC
60 is the rotational speed measured in rps.

Therefore, the power PC,mec introduced into the fluid is computed as:

PC,mec = ṁC (h⇤
head

� htail), (2.44)
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while the total power consumption PC of the compressor is:

PC =
PC,mec

⌘mec

, (2.45)

where ⌘mec is the mechanical e�ciency.

Users must set the displacement VC and can choose between setting each

e�ciency ⌘ as a constant or providing the constant terms [p⌘,0, . . . , p⌘8] of the

following polynomial, which can be obtained from manufacturer data:

⌘ =
8X

k=0

p⌘,k r
k

p
, (2.46)

with rp = phead/ptail representing the pressure ratio between the head and

tail nodes pressure.

Finally, the rotational speed nC can be handled either as a boundary

condition or as user input.

Valves

Similarly to compressors, valves model is inserted between two existing

two-phase fluid nodes. The corresponding graph is illustrated in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Valve graph.
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The mass flow rate ṁvalve flowing through the valve is computed as:

ṁvalve = Cq Ao

p
2 ⇢tail (ptail � phead)

kvalve
, (2.47)

where:

Cq = 1/
p
⇣valve stands for the maximum flow coe�cient and ⇣valve for

the pressure drop coe�cient;

Ao = ovalve Ac,valve is the current cross-sectional area, calculated from

the opening ratio ovalve = [0 – 1] and the maximum cross-sectional area

Ac,valve, in m2;

⇢tail denotes the density of the two-phase fluid in the tail node, mea-

sured in kgm�3;

ptail and phead represent the pressure in the tail and head nodes, respec-

tively, expressed in Pa;

kvalve signifies the pressure loss gain, which can be used to rescale the

pressure loss through the valve.

Users are asked to provide all the geometric parameters and coe�cients,

and can use the opening ratio ovalve either as a boundary condition or as

input.

Finally, another mechanism for transporting two-phase fluid mass is in-

cluded in the toolbox:

Natural circulation e↵ect

When a heat exchanger forms a closed loop with a separator, the nat-

ural convection e↵ect of two-phase fluids can be simulated. This modeling

provides the mass flow rate entering the loop induced by the density gra-

dient determined by heat transfer in the exchanger. This gradient results

in a di↵erence in static pressure between the liquid and vapor, created be-

tween the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger. Figure 2.15 illustrates the
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Separator
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(a) Schematic.

(b) Graph.

Figure 2.15: Natural circulation circuit loop.
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schematic (Figure 2.15a) and the corresponding graph (Figure 2.15b) of a

subsystem comprising a separator and a heat exchanger. They are intercon-

nected through two pipes, forming a closed loop consisting of the fluid node

of the separator v1, three two-phase fluid nodes of the heat exchanger v3�v5,

and the nodes of the pipes v2 and v6.

The pressure increase, denoted as �pnc, arising from the density gradient,

is estimated through a similar approach outlined in a prior publication [72].

In the present method, �pnc is directly proportional to the sum of products

obtained by multiplying the di↵erences between inlet and outlet heights of

each component (measured from the bottom of the separator) with their

corresponding fluid densities.

The liquid-vapor interface height zliq is determined from the variable

states of the separator node and multiplied by the density of the liquid phase

⇢liq within the separator. For other nodes in the loop, influenced by pressure

losses and heat exchange, their densities are multiplied by the di↵erences

between inlet and outlet heights of the respective component. In cases where

a component is discretized into multiple nodes, the density of each node is

multiplied by the distance between the inlet and outlet heights. An exception

is observed with the last node of the loop (v6 in Figure 2.15b), associated

with the di↵erence between its inlet height and the liquid-vapor interface in

the separator. The formulation can be generalized as follows:

�pnc = g

2

4⇢liq(zliq � z1,out) +

Nloop�1X

k=2

⇢k(zk,in � zk,out) + ⇢nloop
(znloop,in

� zliq)

3

5 ,

(2.48)

where Nloop is the number of nodes in the loop, z1,out = 0 and zk+1,in = zk,out.

Therefore, once the graph is defined, users have to declare if they want to

consider the natural circulation e↵ect in the loop. If so, they must provide

geometric characteristics regarding the heights of the inlet and the outlet of

each component.

The calculation of the pressure increase is performed by a specific routine.

Its outcome is then summed with the pressure at the tail node of edge e1 to
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determine the mass flow rate within that edge, using the momentum equation

(Eq. 2.33).

2.5 Chiller Graph Modeling

The MCGM Toolbox is employed to model the chiller system introduced

in Section 2.1. The associated graph, depicted in Figure 2.16, encompasses all

the components visualized in Figure 2.1. It must be noted that the natural

circulation e↵ect is considered in the refrigerant loop composed by vLPR,

vPipe6, vFE,1, vFE,4, vFE,7, and vPipe7.

As summarized in Table 2.2, the graph is composed of a total of 40 internal

nodes, 18 of which have two states and 22 with one state, totaling 58 states in

the dynamic model. The system comprises three sources, of which two, Tair

and Q̇load, are treated as boundary conditions, and one, PC,mec, is related to

the compressor model. Finally, there are three input signals corresponding

to the manipulable variables of the mass flow devices: the compressor speed

nC , the speed of the four axial fans nfan, and the opening ratio of the valve

oBPV .

In the following subsections, information will be provided about the pa-

rameter values of the model components, with a particular focus on the

method used to derive certain quantities for the gas-cooler.

2.5.1 Pipes

The chiller model incorporates most of the connecting pipes, acknowledg-

ing their non-negligible thermal capacity. Pipes are modeled as illustrated

in subsection 2.4.2. Only one node for each pipe is considered, and their

parameters are outlined in Table 2.3.

2.5.2 Heat exchangers

The gas-cooler (GC), the internal heat exchanger (IHX), and the flooded

evaporator (FE) are a finned tube heat exchanger, a tube-in-tube heat ex-

changer in counterflow configuration, and a single pass brazed plate heat
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Figure 2.16: Chiller system graph.

exchanger in counterflow configuration, respectively. Therefore, the corre-

sponding models can be arranged in counterflow configuration. Both the

gas-cooler and the flooded evaporator comprises three basic elements, and

function as two-phase to single-phase heat exchangers. Conversely, the in-

ternal heat exchanger is a two-phase to two-phase heat exchanger, obtained

by combining two basic elements.

Table 2.4 summarizes the parameters considered in the current model for
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Table 2.2: Chiller system graph data.

Node type Node Material/Fluid Component type Component name

Two-phase nodes

vPipe1 R744 Pipe Pipe1
vPipe2 R744 Pipe Pipe2
vGC,1 R744 Heat exchanger GC
vGC,4 R744 Heat exchanger GC
vGC,7 R744 Heat exchanger GC
vPipe3 R744 Pipe Pipe3
vIHX,1 R744 Heat exchanger IHX
vIHX,3 R744 Heat exchanger IHX
vIHX,4 R744 Heat exchanger IHX
vIHX,6 R744 Heat exchanger IHX
vPipe4 R744 Pipe Pipe4
vPipe5 R744 Pipe Pipe5
vLPR R744 Separator LPR
vPipe6 R744 Pipe Pipe6
vFE,1 R744 Heat exchanger FE
vFE,3 R744 Heat exchanger FE
vFE,7 R744 Heat exchanger FE
vPipe7 R744 Pipe Pipe7

Single-phase nodes

vGC,3 Air Heat exchanger GC
vGC,6 Air Heat exchanger GC
vGC,9 Air Heat exchanger GC
vFE,3 Water Heat exchanger FE
vFE,6 Water Heat exchanger FE
vFE,9 Water Heat exchanger FE
vPipe1A Water Pipe Pipe1A
vTank,1 Water Tank Tank
vTank,2 Water Tank Tank
vTank,3 Water Tank Tank
vPipe1B Water Pipe Pipe1B
vBuilding Water Tank Building
vPipe2B Water Pipe Pipe2B
vPipe2A Water Pipe Pipe2A

Solid nodes

vGC,2 AISI316 Heat exchanger GC
vGC,5 AISI316 Heat exchanger GC
vGC,8 AISI316 Heat exchanger GC
vIHX,2 Copper Heat exchanger IHX
vIHX,5 Copper Heat exchanger IHX
vFE,2 AISI316 Heat exchanger FE
vFE,5 AISI316 Heat exchanger FE
vFE,8 AISI316 Heat exchanger FE

each side of these heat exchangers, detailing the total values of length L and

heat transfer surface area Aw. The mass of solid material mw of the three

heat exchangers is equal to: 1299 kg for the gas-cooler, 15 kg for the internal-
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Table 2.3: Pipes parameters.

# nodes Ac [m2] dh [mm] L [m] f [�] kL [�]

Pipe1 1 4.91⇥ 10�4 25 5 0.01 4
Pipe2 1 6.11⇥ 10�4 27.9 30 0.01 8
Pipe3 1 6.11⇥ 10�4 27.9 30 0.01 40
Pipe4 1 7.85⇥ 10�5 10 2 0.01 0.1
Pipe5 1 7.85⇥ 10�5 10 1 0.01 0.2
Pipe6 1 6.11⇥ 10�4 27.9 2.1 0.01 12
Pipe7 1 6.11⇥ 10�4 27.9 2.7 0.01 0.1
Pipe1A 1 4.91⇥ 10�4 25 2 0 0
Pipe2A 1 4.91⇥ 10�4 25 2 0 0
Pipe1B 1 1.96⇥ 10�3 50 500 0 0
Pipe2B 1 1.96⇥ 10�3 50 500 0 0

heat exchanger, and 34.9 kg for the flooded evaporator. The values L, Aw,

and mw are later divided among individual nodes, as explained in subsection

2.4.2.

For the first flow side of each heat exchanger, the specific nodes include:

vGC,1, vGC,4, and vGC,7 for the gas-cooler, which represent the internal

volume of the tubes where the refrigerant flows;

vIHX,1 and vIHX,4 for the internal heat exchanger;

vFE,1, vFE,4, and vFE,7 for the flooded evaporator, which represent the

internal volume of the channels where the refrigerant flows.

Similarly, the corresponding nodes on the second flow side are:

vGC,3, vGC,6, and vGC,9 for the gas-cooler, which represent the internal

volume of the air passages;

vIHX,3 and vIHX,6 for the internal heat exchanger;

vFE,3, vFE,6, and vFE,9 for the flooded evaporator, which represent the

internal volume of the channels where the water flows.
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Table 2.4: Heat exchangers parameters.

# nodes Ac [m2] Aw [m2] dh [mm] L [m] f [�] kL [�]

GC
Side 1 3 1.47⇥ 10�3 54.8 5.94 55.4 0.01 20
Side 2 3 7.21 1463.5 2.77 0.14 0.01 6.6

IHX
Side 1 2 5.34⇥ 10�4 0.39 10 4.3 0.01 12
Side 2 2 4.91⇥ 10�4 0.34 25 4.3 0.01 1

FE
Side 1 3 1.83⇥ 10�2 7.62 5.29 0.548 0.01 90
Side 2 3 1.87⇥ 10�2 7.62 5.29 0.538 0 0

Gas-cooler geometry

In the gas-cooler, the refrigerant R744 enters the first fluid side distribut-

ing itself in parallel among the tubes, and passes through the rows of the

heat exchanger in a single pass. On the other side, an airflow is forced to

pass externally around the tubes, through the channels created by the fins

of the heat exchanger.

As will be discussed further in this dissertation, the gas-cooler is crucial

in determining the performance of the chiller system. To aid the reader in

understanding how design parameters of the gas-cooler impact its geometry,

the derivation of the considered quantities as model parameters is described.

This elucidation is essential in comprehending the intricate relationship be-

tween the design elements and the resultant configuration of the gas-cooler.

Defining subscript i for the first flow side and e for the second, the starting

data are:

length lGC ;

internal diameter of the tubes di,GC and tube thickness tt,GC , from witch

the external diameter de,GC = di,GC + 2 tt,GC is drawn;

number of rows of tubes NR,GC and number of tubes for each row Nt,GC ;

row pitch pR,GC , tube pitch pt,GC , fin pitch pf,GC , and fin thickness

tf,GC ,

wall density ⇢w,GC .

The following sizes can be calculated:
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tubes total length

lt,tot,GC = lGC NR,GC ; (2.49)

total number of tubes Nt,tot,GC :

Nt,tot,GC = Nt,GC NR,GC ; (2.50)

height of the gas-cooler hGC :

hGC = Nt,GC pt,GC ; (2.51)

width of the gas-cooler wGC :

wGC = NR,GC pR,GC ; (2.52)

frontal area (total cross sectional area) with respect to the air flow

Afr,GC :

Afr,GC = lGC wGC ; (2.53)

ratio between the net cross-sectional area and the total cross sectional

area �GC :

�GC =
(pt,GC � de,GC) (pf,GC � tf,GC)

pt,GC pf,GC

; (2.54)

net cross-sectional area Afr,n,GC :

Afr,n,GC = �GC Afr,GC ; (2.55)

internal surface area Ai,GC :

Ai,GC = ⇡ di,GC lGC Nt,tot,GC ; (2.56)
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external surface area Ae,GC :

Ae,GC =


2

✓
pt,GC pR,GC � ⇡

d
2
e,GC

4

◆

+ ⇡de,GC(pf,GC � tf,GC)]
lGC

pf,GC

Nt,tot,GC ;

(2.57)

fin surface area Ae,f,GC :

Ae,f,GC = 2

✓
pt,GC pR,GC � ⇡

d
2
e,GC

4

◆
lGC

pf,GC

Nt,tot,GC ; (2.58)

wall volume Vw,GC :

Vw,GC = ⇡

✓
d
2
e,GC

� d
2
i,GC

4

◆
lGC

pf,GC

Nt,tot,GC +
Ae,f,GCtf,GC

2
; (2.59)

Therefore, the overall parameters of the first fluid side can be set as:

cross-sectional area Ac = ⇡d
2
i,GC

/4;

heat transfer surface area Aw = Ai,GC ;

hydraulic diameter dh = di,GC ;

total length L = lt,tot,GC .

The corresponding values for the second fluid side are:

cross-sectional area Ac = Afr,n,GC ;

heat transfer surface area Aw = Ae,GC ;

hydraulic diameter dh = 4Ac L/Aw;

total length L = wtot,GC .

Finally, the mass of the total mass of the solid nodes is mw = ⇢w,GC Vw,GC .
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2.5.3 Tanks

Tank

The water tank is modeled through three single-phase nodes, where both

the first and the third have one inlet and one outlet port. The total volume

of the tank V = 1m3, while the parameters regarding the fluid ports can be

neglected, since the mass flow rate in the water circuit is not computed by

any pump routine but provided as an external input parameter.

Building

The building is represented by a single-phase node featuring one inlet and

one outlet port. The volume of this tank is V = 0.1m3, and similarly, the

details concerning the fluid ports can be disregarded in this scenario as well.

2.5.4 Separator

The low pressure receiver (LPR) is an horizontally oriented cylindrical

carbon steel receiver, with an internal volume 0.167m3 and an internal di-

ameter of 406mm. However, the model interprets the receiver as a vertically

oriented cylinder, hence treating the internal diameter as the height (h) of the

volume. Consequently, a dataset describing the variation of the liquid-vapor

interface is derived to accommodate this representation

The outlet port that connects vLPR with vPipe6 is collocated at the bottom

of the separator, while the ports that lead to vIHX,6 is collocated at the top

and, therefore, the corresponding eight is equal to 406mm.

Moreover, vLPR forms a closed loop with Pipe6, the flooded evaporator

FE, and Pipe7, and within this loop the natural circulation e↵ect is consid-

ered. Table 2.5 summarizes the inlet/outlet heights associated with each node

in the loop, and use to compute the pressure increase �pnc using Eq. 2.48.
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Table 2.5: Inlet and outlet heights related to the nodes within the natural
circulation circuit loop connected to the LPR.

zk,in [m] zk,out [m]

vLPR zliq 0
vPipe6 0 -1.31
vFE,1 -1.31 -1.13
vFE,4 -1.13 -0.96
vFE,7 -0.96 -0.78
vPipe7 -0.78 zliq

2.5.5 Mass flow devices

Fans

The chiller system comprises four axial fans equal to each other and work-

ing in parallel, with an impeller diameter of dfan = 905mm and a nominal

rotational speed nfan,0 = 530 rpm at a power supply frequency of 50Hz.

Table 2.6 outlines the constant terms of the polynomial adopted to calcu-

late the flow coe�cient �fan with Eq 2.36. Similarly, Table 2.7 presents the

values of the polynomial coe�cients used in Eq. 2.41 to compute the total

e�ciency of the fan ⌘fan.

Table 2.6: Constant terms of the flow coe�cient polynomial.

p�,0 p�,1 p�,2 p�,3 p�,4 p�,5 p�,6 p�,7 p�,8
�fan 0.1151 -0.9646 -118.6 8084 -228739 0 0 0 0

Table 2.7: Constant terms of the total fan e�ciency polynomial.

p⌘,0 p⌘,1 p⌘,2 p⌘,3 p⌘,4 p⌘,5 p⌘,6 p⌘,7 p⌘,8
⌘fan -0.0554 -0.7410 265 -2194 0 0 0 0 0

Pumps

In subsequent sections of this dissertation, PumpA and PumpB are treated

as external input parameters, each set with a fixed mass flow rate of 6 kg s�1

and 1.89 kg s�1, respectively.
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Compressor

The compressor under consideration (C) is a reciprocating, semi-hermetic,

single-stage compressor. It has a displacement volume of VC = 180.69 cm3

and a nominal rotational speed of nC,0 = 1450 rpm when powered with a

frequency of 50Hz. The constant terms of the polynomials (Eq. 2.46) used

to compute the e�ciencies of the compressor are summarized in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8: Constant terms of the compressor e�ciency polynomials.

p⌘,0 p⌘,1 p⌘,2 p⌘,3 p⌘,4 p⌘,5 p⌘,6 p⌘,7 p⌘,8
⌘is -2.0847 4.5377 -3.0425 1.0760 -0.2129 0.0223 -0.0010 0 0
⌘v 0.6086 0.3208 -0.1460 0.0232 -0.0013 0 0 0 0

⌘mec 0.8889 0.0065 -0.0004 -0.0002 0 0 0 0 0

Valve

The back-pressure valve (BPV) operates as an electrically controlled step

motor valve, having a maximum opening diameter of 5.8mm, which corre-

sponds to a maximum cross-sectional area of Ac = 1.06 ⇥ 10�4 m2. The

assigned values for the pressure drop coe�cient ⇣valve and the pressure loss

gain kvalve are set to 2 and 1, respectively.

2.5.6 Boundary conditions and inputs

In the following sections, the temperature Tair of the external air entering

the gas-cooler and the thermal cooling load Q̇load provided to the building

will be treated as boundary conditions. Conversely, the rotational speed of

the compressor nC , the rotational speed of the fans nfan, and the opening

ratio of the valve oBPV , will be treated as input signals.

2.5.7 Initial conditions

The refrigerant (two-phase) nodes are categorized into two groups: high-

pressure and low-pressure sides. Within the low-pressure side, a third cate-

gory is represented by the node vPipe1 at the compressor inlet. Consequently,
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initial conditions for each category are computed starting with the prede-

fined refrigerant mass (105 kg) and the pressure values for both sides. An

iterative routine determines the specific enthalpy h0 associated with nodes

on both sides, from which the specific enthalpy in vapor-saturated condition

is derived and applied to vPipe1. The resulting h0 ensures that the total mass

within the nodes matches the predefined refrigerant mass.

Initial values for air nodes are set to the initial external air temperature

Tair(t = 0), while predefined values are used for water nodes.

Finally, the temperature of the solid nodes, representing the walls of the

heat exchangers, are set equal to the average value between the fluids.

2.5.8 Model Validation

The validation of the graph-based model, in the following referred to as

GBM, is conducted in transient operation, comparing the thermal perfor-

mance of the chiller model to a synthetic dataset generated using a dynamic

model presented in [72], developed with Simcenter Amesim v2021.2. This

reference model, hereafter labeled as AME, was previously validated against

experimental data obtained from a real CO2 chiller system located in a hotel

in a tourist area in Northern Italy. The experimental data were collected

within the MultiPACK Project (funded by the European Union’s Horizon

2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement No 723137)

and published in an open database [89]. For a detailed discussion on the

results of this preliminary validation, the reader is referred to [72].

Four di↵erent sets of boundary conditions are considered, each obtained

by combining di↵erent levels of external air temperature Tair and thermal

load Q̇load (refer to Table 4.1). These four sets are summarized as follows:

LTL - LT: Q̇load = 21.3 kW, Tair = 20.7 �C;

LTL - HT: Q̇load = 21.3 kW, Tair = 30.4 �C;

HTL - LT: Q̇load = 63.9 kW, Tair = 20.7 �C;

HTL - HT: Q̇load = 63.9 kW, Tair = 30.4 �C.
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During simulations, these values are kept fixed while the values of the manip-

ulable variables of the mass flow devices are varied as depicted in Figure 2.17.

Two di↵erent sets of input signals are used: one for simulations at the low

thermal load (LTL) value, and one for simulations at the high thermal load

(HTL). In the first case, the compressor speed nC , the fan speed nfan, and

the opening of the valve oBPV range between 1450 and 1595 rpm, 477 and

530 rpm, and 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. In the second case, the inputs vary

between 1450 and 1740 rpm, 424 and 636 rpm, and 0.07 and 0.1.

1450

1550

1650

1750
LTL

1450

1550

1650

1750
HTL

470
530
590
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590

0 500 1000 1500

0.07
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Figure 2.17: Input signals.

The validation is carried out comparing the results of both models, and, in

particular, the operating pressures at the inlet and the outlet of the compres-

sor, p6 and p1 respectively, the refrigerant temperature T2 at the gas-cooler

outlet, the supply water temperature TB, the compressor power consumption

PC , the power consumption of each fan Pfan, and the instantaneous cooling

capacity Q̇c calculated according to the following equation:

Q̇c = ṁC (h6 � h2), (2.60)

where ṁC is the refrigerant mass flow rate provided by the compressor, h6

is the refrigerant specific enthalpy at the compressor inlet, and h2 is the

refrigerant specific enthalpy at the gas-cooler outlet.

Figure 2.18 shows the trends of the validation variables for both the graph-

based model (GBM) and the reference (AME) model for all the considered
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sets of boundary conditions. The solid lines represent the results for the low

temperature (LT) cases, while the dashed lines correspond to the simulations

at the high temperature (HT).

Table 2.9 summarizes the mean values of graph-based model results and

two summary statistics computed with respect to the results of the reference

model: the mean percentage errors (MPE) are calculated to compare the

refrigerant pressures p6 and p1, the power consumption of the compressor PC

and of each fan Pfan, and the instantaneous cooling capacity Q̇c; the mean

absolute errors (MAE) are used to compare the values of the refrigerant

temperature T2 at the gas-cooler outlet and the supply water temperature

TB.

Table 2.9: Comparison between graph-based model (GBM) and Simcenter
Amesim model (AME) simulation results.

LTL HTL

LT HT LT HT

p1
GBM [bar] 60.2 71.5 66.5 83.3

MPE [%] 1 0.1 2.7 4.2

p6
GBM [bar] 32 37.9 40.3 45.9

MPE [%] 1 0.4 2.1 2.3

Q̇c

GBM [W] 23259 22328 64085 63307

MPE [%] -3 -2.4 -0.5 -0.2

PC

GBM [W] 14072 16766 14844 19534

MPE [%] 1.1 0.2 3.6 5.3

Pfan

GBM [W] 378 366 445 430

MPE [%] 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9

T2
GBM [�C] 22.0 30.8 25.0 32.9

MAE [�C] 0.4 0.4 1.3 1.6

TB

GBM [�C] -1.5 4.6 9.4 14.6

MAE [�C] 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.5

Small di↵erences can be observed between the trends of the graph-based

model and the reference model at LTL. Conversely, slightly larger discrep-

ancies are noticeable in the results at HTL, particularly concerning the re-
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Figure 2.18: Comparison between graph-based model (GBM) and Simcen-
ter Amesim model (AME) simulation results.
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frigerant pressures p6 and p1. These di↵erences lead to greater deviations in

the compressor power consumption PC and the refrigerant temperature T2

at the gas-cooler outlet. In general, the GBM tends to overestimate most

validation variables, with the exception of the cooling capacity, which is

consistently underestimated in all cases. The maximum MPEs for the high

refrigerant pressure p1 and the low refrigerant pressure p6 are equal to 4.2%

and 2.3%, respectively, while the corresponding values for the power con-

sumption of the compressor PC and each fan Pfan are equal to 5.3% and

0.9%. Additionally, the maximum MAEs for the refrigerant temperature T2

at the gas-cooler outlet and the supply water temperature TB are equal to

1.6 �C and 0.5 �C, respectively. It is noteworthy that these values pertain to

the set of boundary conditions HTL-HT. On the other hand, the maximum

MPE (in absolute value) for the cooling capacity Q̇c is equal to �3%, and it

corresponds to the set of boundary conditions LTL-LT.

2.6 Chiller Control System

In the considered CO2-based vapor compression system, the main control

objectives encompass the following aspects:

absorption and removal of a certain amount of heat from the cooling

space (i.e., the cooling demand) and rejecting that heat into the at-

mosphere: this can be reflected in providing a certain cooling capacity

to the continuous secondary flow entering the evaporator, consequently

cooling down the water in the water tank. The primary control objec-

tive is to maintain a predefined setpoint for the water outlet tempera-

ture from the tank, which is supplied to the building to meet its cooling

requirements. It is noteworthy that both external ambient conditions

and the mass flows and temperatures within the water loops act as

measurable disturbances a↵ecting the refrigeration system.

Achieving the desired cooling capacity with energy e�ciency as high

as possible, namely, minimizing the overall power consumption.
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Satisfying operating constraints and controlling certain thermodynamic

states of the refrigerant, as, for example, ensuring an adequate evapo-

rator superheating (SH), in terms of system e�ciency and preventing

component failure. Indeed, an excessively high SH implies insu�cient

refrigerant, leading to system ine�ciency; conversely, if SH is too low,

it indicates a flow of liquid into the evaporator, posing a risk of com-

pressor damage. Additionally, an appropriate value for the refrigerant

high pressure and the gas-cooler outlet temperature is crucial to guar-

antee optimal performance of the system, especially when operating

under supercritical conditions [11, 2, 12, 13, 14].

The system outputs are the refrigerant high pressure p3, the gas-cooler

outlet temperature T2, and the supply water temperature TB, while the sys-

tem manipulable input variables are the back pressure valve opening ratio

oBPV , the fan rotational speed nfan, and the compressor rotational speed nC

(see Figure 2.1). Due to the intrinsic complexity of the vapor compression

cycle, chiller control presents challenges. The presence of multiple inputs and

multiple outputs (MIMO), significant thermal inertia, possible dead times,

substantial coupling among system variables (due to the e↵ect of inputs es-

sentially “feeding back” through the cycle), nonlinearities, and varying op-

erating conditions complicate the control design.

To face these challenges, we employ a combined static-feedforward and

feedback control architecture to ensure satisfactory performance over a wide

range of operating conditions [32]. This integrated control solution maintains

a balance: the static-feedforward element, based on the principle of preemp-

tive load counter-action, operates in open-loop, taking control actions to ad-

dress a specific static disturbance. Simultaneously, it allows a conventional

feedback control loop (i.e., the system output is routed back as input as part

of a chain of cause-and-e↵ect that forms the loop) to dynamically accomplish

the following objectives: reject unmeasured disturbances and external influ-

ences, provide set point tracking capability, and compensate for the inherent

simplifications in the predictive part of the feedforward element, which may

lead to imperfect preemptive disturbance rejection.
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Figure 2.19: Combined feedback and feedforward control architecture;
o+
BPV, n

+
fan, and n+

C in bold text correspond to the feedforward inputs.

In this context, we use a decentralized multi-loop architecture to regu-

late the three chiller outputs rather than a single centralized MIMO control

loop [90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. First the plant is suitable decomposed into

three single-input and single-output (SISO) subsystems, then independent

proportional-integral (PI) controllers and feedforward actions are designed

for each subsystem. The decentralized control has the advantage of easy

implementation and tuning, and it can exhibit advantage regarding reliabil-

ity: if a fault occurs in another PI controller or actuator, the independent

controller will persist in attempting to bring its associated variable to its

set-point. Conversely, in a system heavily dependent on the coordination

of all loops, the failure of one component may lead to failure of the overall

structure. This risk is particularly notable in the centralized control. The

reliability advantage is among the various reasons practitioners find the use

of separate SISO loops appealing, as opposed to centralized or highly coor-

dinated approaches.

The combined control architecture, Figure 2.19, includes:

Feedback with three loop actions:
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CL1 the refrigerant high pressure is regulated by the PIp3 acting on

the back-pressure valve opening ratio;

CL2 the gas-cooler outlet temperature is controlled by the PIT2 ma-

nipulating the fan rotational speed;

CL3 the supply water temperature is regulated by the PITB adjusting

the compressor rotational speed.

Static feedforward with three open loop actions:

OL1 the back pressure valve opening ratio is an output of the control

co-design task;

OL2 similarly, the fan rotational speed is obtained by solving the con-

trol co-design problem;

OL3 the compressor rotational speed is determined to satisfy an estima-

tion of the required cooling capacity (i.e., rejecting the disturbance

on the supply water temperature TB).

It is important to highlight that the static-feedforward tasks OL1 and OL2

align with the primary objective of the control design subproblem within the

CCD optimization problem, as elaborated in subsequent discussions.
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Chapter 3

Control Co-Design

3.1 Background

Control Co-Design (CCD) is an interdisciplinary approach that aims to

optimize both the system architecture and its control policies, by addressing

the intricate relationship between them and accounting for both physical

and design couplings from the early stages of design [28] to satisfy overall

performance, stability and robustness requirements. CCD represents a class

of integrated engineering methods that can be considered as part of the

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) method [36].

High-fidelity models play an essential role in allowing CCD strategies to

fully harness these attributes within thermal-fluid systems design, particu-

larly in applications such as HVAC&R. In these systems, small alterations

in specific physical component design variables can trigger significant im-

pacts on the complex, nonlinear phenomena involved, such as heat transfer

[50]. Hence, accurately reproducing the dynamics involved, especially the in-

teractions among system components and between the plant and its control

system, becomes pivotal in ensuring the reliability and accuracy of the design

process within such complex systems. Moreover, high-fidelity models play a

crucial role in mitigating uncertainty sources that could potentially impede

successful implementation of CCD methods [39]. By accurately representing

system dynamics and interactions, these models contribute significantly to
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enhancing the reliability and e↵ectiveness of the CCD approach [96].

Managing uncertainties within CCD methodologies is indeed a critical

aspect due to the deterministic nature of most methods versus the inherent

uncertainties within CCD problems (e.g., optimization variables, problem

data, disturbances, noise, etc.). This discrepancy often leads to unreliable

solutions when applying CCD optimization techniques in practical scenarios,

as highlighted by [36, 37]. The significance of addressing these uncertain-

ties is emphasized in literature, with various authors proposing solutions to

enhance the robustness and practical applicability of CCD methodologies

[39, 97, 98]. This e↵ort reflects the continuous endeavor to strengthen these

methodologies for real-world deployment.

Control Co-Design has been applied across various engineering problems,

notably in the design of aircraft [99, 100, 98, 52], renewable energy produc-

tion systems [101, 102], electric vehicles [103], and more [104, 105, 38, 106,

107]. Recently, it has captured considerable attention among researchers who

have sought to implement CCD methods for designing thermal-fluid systems,

particularly within the domain of HVAC&R systems.

In [43], authors introduce a co-design approach for optimizing HVAC

systems by analyzing the inter-dependencies between the control algorithm

and the embedded platform. It presents six control algorithms that consider

sensing accuracy and examines how it correlates with both the number and

positions of temperature sensors.

Nash et al. [48] address the challenges of modeling and controlling a flash

boiling cooling system and proposes a combined plant and control design

optimization approach to overcome these challenges. It involves deriving a

nonlinear dynamic model of the system, optimizing process parameters and

open loop control signal, and demonstrating the e↵ectiveness of the approach

through simulations. The potential applications of flash boiling for rapidly

cooling transient heat loads are also discussed.

In [49] a novel approach is proposed for co-design of thermal-fluid sys-

tems, explicitly focusing on system e�ciency measured through the entropy

generation rate as a key design metric. Authors leverage a nested co-design
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architecture to trade o↵ nominal (steady-state) e�ciency with transient ef-

ficiency while also ensuring robustness to high transient disturbances. They

use highly parameterized nonlinear and linearized first principles models in-

stead of empirical models, facilitating optimization across a broader range of

design variables.

Vasisht et al. [44, 45] introduce a co-design framework using Bayesian

Optimization for commercial building HVAC systems. This work addresses

the limitations of traditional sequential approaches and oversizing guidelines,

emphasizing the importance of control co-design in achieving optimal solu-

tions and e�cient operations. The co-design framework is used to optimize

the number of chillers, their capacities, and switching thresholds to min-

imize total (capital and operational) costs and enhance energy e�ciency

while maintaining building cooling demand satisfaction. The optimization

is performed exploiting a chiller plant emulator based on a co-simulation

environment.

A Hierarchical Control Co-Design (HCCD) algorithm that optimizes sys-

tem performance characteristics, with an emphasis on robustness to transient

disturbances during real-time operation, is presented in [50]. The algorithm

uses a Model Fidelity-Based Decomposition (MFBD) framework to address

coupling issues between subproblems in highly coupled systems. The algo-

rithm is applied to a thermal management system of an aircraft, and its per-

formance is benchmarked against an all-at-once (AAO) system-level nested

CCD approach. The findings indicate that the MFBD HCCD algorithm

achieves solutions comparable to the AAO CCD but in approximately half

the time.

Risbeck et al. [46] employ physics-based balances to model the behavior of

an air handling unit (AHU) system, and they utilize phenomenological mod-

els for the control system to estimate airflows and energy usage. This model

is integrated with a dynamic building model, incorporating thermal dynam-

ics of the spaces and a model for airborne disease transmission. Although

they do not explicitly mention CCD, their goal is to conduct multi-objective

optimization to balance infection risk and energy consumption. Their opti-

mization framework aims to identify Pareto-optimal solutions by exploring
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various design variables and operational parameters.

The authors in [47] discuss the energy performance comparison of a chiller

plant using conventional staging and a co-design approach in the early design

phase of hotel buildings. It presents a case study of a hotel in Cuba and ap-

plies a genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize the chiller plant operation. The

research considers di↵erent occupancy levels and cooling profiles, and pro-

poses six chiller plant configurations. The outcomes reveal that the co-design

approach significantly improves the chiller plant operation, positively impact-

ing energy e�ciency. Additionally, the study points out potential areas for

future exploration, including expanding the energy analysis to secondary cir-

cuits and investigating alternative operational strategies to achieve further

energy savings.

This chapter begins by addressing issues regarding the definition of the

CCD optimization problem, specifically focusing on the coupling between the

design and control optimization stages in Section 4.1. The overall design ob-

jective is detailed in Section 3.3, wherein the separate definition of the design

and control objective functions is discussed. Subsequently, Section 3.4 pro-

vides an overview of the results obtained from a Global Sensitivity Analysis

(GSA), outlining the significance of the design variables and o↵ering addi-

tional insights into the coupling between design and control subproblems.

Following this, Section 3.5 introduces and elaborates on the most prevalent

strategies employed to solve CCD problems. Finally, Section 3.6 delves into

the description of the black-box optimization method, placing particular em-

phasis on the Bayesian optimization approach.

3.2 Optimization Problem

Control Co-Design involves optimizing both the physical design param-

eters and control strategies of the system concurrently, aiming to find the

most e↵ective configuration and control policies that align with predefined

objectives, while considering system dynamics and constraints.

The overarching optimization problem seeks the optimal solution of the
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objective function J(⇠) within the multidimensional space ⌅ ⇢ RD, where ⇠

represents the overall design vector. Formally, the optimization problem can

be formulated as follows:

min
⇠2⌅

J(⇠) (3.1)

subject to: g(⇠)  0 (3.2)

h(⇠) = 0 (3.3)

⇠  ⇠  ⇠ (3.4)

with: ⇠ = [⇠P , ⇠C] 2 ⌅ (3.5)

⌅ ⇢ RD (3.6)

J : ⌅ ! R, (3.7)

where g(⇠) and h(⇠) denote inequality and equality constraints, respectively,

while ⇠ and ⇠ define the boundaries of the overall design vector space.

In complex systems, formulating such problem can be exceptionally chal-

lenging due to the inherent di�culties in analyzing the system as a whole

and defining overall optimization objectives, especially when dealing with

multiple, and at times conflicting, goals. An e↵ective and commonly used

strategy to tackle these complexities involves decomposing the problem into

distinct subproblems, which often requires breaking down the system into

subsystems, thus facilitating the implementation of discipline-specific analy-

sis and optimization methods. Numerous works delve into diverse method-

ologies designed to decompose complex problems, such as penalty methods

(e.g., Analytical target cascading [108]), model fidelity-based methods [50],

decomposition based on Control Proxy Functions [38, 105], and others [109,

110, 96].

The overall optimization problem can be viewed as a composition of de-

sign and control optimization problems. As such, the objective function J

usually consists of two distinct elements: one related to the plant design,

denoted as JP , and the other associated with the optimization of the control

system, denoted as JC. In the most comprehensive problem formulation, all
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objective functions and constraints within these subproblems may depend

on both plant design variables ⇠P and control variables ⇠C at the same time.

Hence, the overall optimization problem can be rewritten as follow:

min
⇠P ,⇠C

J(JP(⇠P , ⇠C), JC(⇠P , ⇠C)) (3.8)

subject to: gP(⇠P , ⇠C)  0 (3.9)

gC(⇠P , ⇠C)  0 (3.10)

hP(⇠P , ⇠C) = 0 (3.11)

hC(⇠P , ⇠C) = 0 (3.12)

⇠P  ⇠P  ⇠P (3.13)

⇠C  ⇠C  ⇠C. (3.14)

In this scenario, an inter-dependency arises between the design and control

optimization problems, often termed as coupling. Bi-directional coupling

characterizes the problem when both design and control optimization prob-

lems depend on ⇠P and ⇠C, and the variables influencing both optimization

problems are termed coupling variables. However, in certain instances, the

objective function and constraints of one subproblem may not rely on the

decision variables of the other, resulting in uni-directional coupling. On the

other hand, when the objective function and constraints of the artifact solely

depend on design variables, and those of the controller exclusively on control

variables, the problem lacks any coupling and is formally termed as uncou-

pled. Finally, it must be noted if coupling exists, then the solution of the

overall optimization problem is not a single point, but a Pareto front [38,

104, 96].

As will be described in Section 3.5, in situations where the design and

control optimization problems show weak coupling, the two subproblems may

be addressed separately. However, when coupling is substantial, attempting

to solve these problems separately lead to solutions that deviate significantly

from the optimal ones [111]. Therefore, accurately measuring the coupling is

crucial to discern its nature and determine the best strategy for solving the
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CCD problem. Since the number of coupling variables is not an adequate

metric to assess the strength of coupling, several studies can be found in

the literature that focuses on developing methods to measure it, exploiting

sensitivity quantities [111, 112, 113, 109, 114, 104, 106].

Although no direct measure of the coupling will be derived in this work,

some preliminary insights about the existing coupling between the consid-

ered design and optimization problems will be drawn from the results of the

Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) presented in Section 3.4. As will be seen,

performing GSA with the Morris screening method can also shed light on the

mutual impact of design and control variables on the optimization subprob-

lems.

In the following section, the overall design objective is determined by

separately defining the design and control objective functions.

3.3 Objective Functions

The choice of the objective functions must mirror the true intent of the

designer in order to ensure successful design optimization [96]. Due to the

complex nature of HVAC&R applications, it is common practice to define

plant design and control objectives separately. Yet, this does not guarantee

that the CCD problem is multiobjective [36]. Indeed, if no coupling exists

between the subproblems, solving the overall optimization problem may lead

to the same result as optimizing the subproblems individually. In this sense,

taking advantage from the inherent holistic perspective of CCD would require

to abandon traditional design paradigms and embrace an integrated system

design approach. Following this would mean, for example, to move from plant

design objective functions that overlook dynamics or the impact of control

system action to objective functions encompassing metrics related to such

aspects. In the HVAC&R sector, this shift in paradigm is still an ongoing

challenge.

Nevertheless, a significant rationale behind separating these problems lies

in the simplicity of formulating each individually. This approach facilitates
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the implementation of a wide range of highly e�cient computational meth-

ods, specifically designed for solving them in isolation. Furthermore, the sep-

aration of design and control objectives provides a reference point compared

to the common practice, where designing a chiller system and its control

system often occurs in separate and sequential stages. Therefore, breaking

down the optimization problem into two subproblems aligns with one of the

aims of this dissertation, which is to assess the advantages o↵ered by im-

plementing co-design methods in the HVAC&R domain by comparing the

results obtained with a traditional design strategy against those achieved

using a simultaneous approach. However, some precautions will be taken to

incorporate holistic considerations during the definition of the optimization

problems, as will be described in Section 4.1.

Before proceeding to illustrate the two objective functions, it is imper-

ative, for the sake of understanding the subsequent motivations, to clearly

define the overall objective of the CCD problem. Generally, a CCD prob-

lem in the HVAC&R domanin may have multiple competing objectives, such

as initial capital investment, maintenance and operating costs, energy con-

sumption, peak load, control system performance, etc. In the following sub-

sections, the focus will be on elucidating the significance of the gas-cooler

design, its synergy with the control system, and their joint influence on the

energy consumption of the chiller plant. Given the natural correlation be-

tween the design variables (primarily geometric parameters) and the overall

dimensions of the components, the design objective function will primarily

target the overall dimensions of the gas-cooler. Similarly, considering the

established connection in these types of systems between control variables

and energy performance, the control objective function will encompass the

total power consumption of the system. In summary, the objective of the

CCD problem is to maximize the energy e�ciency of the chiller system while

minimizing the overall dimensions of the gas-cooler.
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3.3.1 Design objective function

The pivotal role of the gas-cooler in influencing the performance of CO2

refrigeration systems is supported by numerous studies [31, 115, 116, 117].

Authors unanimously agree on its significant impact on the gas-cooler/condenser

pressure and overall power consumption, highlighting the critical importance

of its optimal design. Moreover, they emphasize that achieving the optimal

gas-cooler design poses a non-trivial challenge, primarily due to large vari-

ations in the thermophysical properties of the refrigerant and the diverse

operating conditions characterizing the annual operation of the refrigerating

systems. The presence of strong nonlinearities in underlying physics, coupled

with complex interactions among chiller components, significantly amplifies

the design complexities. As a result, achieving an optimal gas-cooler con-

figuration demands meticulous consideration of these multifaceted factors,

making it a demanding yet crucial aspect in enhancing the e�ciency and

functionality of CO2 refrigeration systems.

The aforementioned aspects serve as motivation to focus optimization ef-

forts on the gas-cooler. This is also supported by the existence of a dynamic

model capable of capturing the dynamics and interactions with the other

components and the control system, thus enabling comprehensive system-

level considerations. For this reason, the design objective function is repre-

sented by the overall volume of the gas-cooler, as defined in Eqs. 3.15-3.16:

JP(⇠P) = VGC,overall (3.15)

with VGC,overall = lGC hGC (wGC +�wGC) , (3.16)

where�wGC is the width of the duct transition, which is considered as a func-

tion of gas-cooler height hGC and fan impeller diameter dfan (see Figure 3.1),

as per Eq. 3.17:

�wGC = �wGC,0
hGC � dfan

hGC,0 � dfan,0
, (3.17)

with �wGC,0, hGC,0, and dfan,0, equal to the corresponding nominal design

values (i.e., 100mm, 1240mm, and 905mm, respectively).
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In turn, gas-cooler height hGC and width wGC are calculated as follows:

hGC = pt,GC Nt,R,GC (3.18)

wGC = pR,GC NR,GC , (3.19)

based on the tube pitch pt,GC , row pitch pR,GC , number of tubes for each row

Nt,R,GC , and number of rows NR,GC of the gas-cooler.

Figure 3.1: Gas-cooler sketch.

As can be seen, the design objective function depends only on geometric

parameters. The tube pitch pt,GC , row pitch pR,GC , and fan impeller diameter

dfan will be regarded as design variables due to their direct impact on the

objective function. Although the internal diameter of the tubes di,GC and the

fin pitch pf,GC do not a↵ect the objective function directly, they modify the

cross-sectional area, the heat transfer surface area and the hydraulic diameter

of both the first fluid and second fluid sides, as described in subsection 2.5.2,
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thereby influencing the heat exchange and pressure losses in the gas-cooler.

For this reason, they will also be incorporated into the design variables vector

due to their potential impact on performance. All other geometric parameters

will remain fixed at their nominal values. Section 3.4 will elaborate on the use

of GSA to reduce the number of design variables based on their importance

in optimization.

3.3.2 Control objective function

Designing the control objective function typically involves integrating el-

ements concerning the performance of the overall system, encompassing en-

ergy consumption, as well as performance metrics of the control system such

as response speed, accuracy, and control e↵ort [118]. However, this work

specifically concentrates solely on the steady-state performance of the over-

all system, as will be detailed in Chapter 4.

Considering the combined static-feedfoward and feedback control archi-

tecture depicted in Section 2.6, optimizing the performance of the chiller

system primarily involves decisions about the static-feedfoward for the rota-

tional speed of the fans (nfan) and the opening of the back-pressure valve

(oBPV ). Given that the optimization focus is solely on the steady-state en-

ergy e�ciency of the plant-controller system, only the feedforward variables

nfan and oBPV are considered as control parameters.

The control objective function is determined by the total power consump-

tion Ptot of the system, which comprises the combined power consumption of

the compressor Pcomp and the four gas-cooler fans Pfans. This function de-

pends on the operating conditions and both the design and control variables.

On one hand, the interaction between gas-cooler design, fan impeller di-

ameter, and fan rotational speed influences the power consumption of the

fans by altering air flow rates and pressure drops within the gas-cooler [119].

On the other hand, this interaction also a↵ects heat exchange within the

gas-cooler, consequently impacting its internal pressure levels.

Moreover, this interaction overlaps with the interaction between the valve

opening and the compressor’s rotational speed regulated by its decentralized
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controller. This adjustment modifies pressure levels, subsequently influencing

the power consumption of the compressor.

The control objective function is represented as follows:

JC(⇠P , ⇠C) = Ptot (3.20)

with Ptot = Pcomp + Pfans, (3.21)

3.4 Decision Variables Selection through

Global Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity Analysis (SA) methods serve as indispensable tools employed

to explore how the uncertainty in a model’s output can be attributed to var-

ious sources of uncertainty within the inputs of the model [120, 121]. These

methods help in understanding and quantifying the impact of di↵erent input

variables or parameters on the output of a model, elucidating which factors

contribute most significantly to the overall uncertainty in the predictions of

the model [122].

SA methods can be categorized into local and global approaches, dis-

tinguished by the range of variation applied to the inputs. Local Sensitivity

Analysis focuses on assessing the e↵ects of small input alterations on the out-

put of the model. These slight perturbations typically center around nominal

values. This deterministic method involves computing or estimating the par-

tial derivatives of the model output at a specific point. It is worth noting

that conventional local sensitivity methods, based on linear assumptions,

may have limitations when applied to nonlinear systems.

Compared to local analysis, the Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) meth-

ods encompass the complete range of parameters under scrutiny. They thor-

oughly explore both input and output spaces, eliminating limitations tied

to localized points or individual input parameters. This approach allows for

a more comprehensive assessment of how inputs influence outputs and o↵er

several benefits, including the identification and prioritization of the most

influential inputs. They also identify non-influential inputs, making it possi-
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ble to set them to nominal values. Furthermore, these methods map output

behavior as a function of inputs, with a particular focus on specific input do-

mains if necessary. Additionally, they enable the calibration of certain model

inputs using available information [121, 122].

As pointed out in [120], a reliable global sensitivity measure should pro-

vide multidimensional averaging, that is to assess the impact of a factor

when all the others are simultaneously varying, while exploiting the whole

domain of each input. Also, it is essential for a GSA method to be model-

independent, ensuring its applicability regardless of whether the model is

additive or linear. Moreover, it is crucial for a global sensitivity measure

to e↵ectively account for interaction e↵ects. These are particularly notable

in nonlinear and non-additive models, where the combined e↵ect of altering

two factors deviates from the sum of their individual impacts. However, it

must be noted that applying these methods to nonlinear systems can pose

challenges due to the necessity to evaluate the entire input range [123].

In this study, a GSA using the Elementary E↵ects (EE) method, also

known as Morris method [124], is performed to rank the influence of both

design and control variables on the objective functions outlined in Section 3.3.

This method is particularly advantageous for its computational e�ciency,

making it well-suited for scenarios involving a large number of input variables

and/or computationally intensive numerical models.

Following a similar workflow to the one presented in [125], the results of

this analysis are used to narrow down the attention to the most influential

variables a↵ecting both the plant and the control system. This facilitates a

reduction in the number of variables under consideration for the optimization.

Additionally, the EE method enables exploration of the nonlinear influence

of each variable on the objective functions and the strength of the mutual

interaction among these variables. Thus, it provides valuable insights into

potential couplings between design and control optimization subproblems.
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3.4.1 Global Sensitivity Analysis and Morris Method

The Elementary E↵ects (EE) method stands as a simple yet powerful

screening technique, rooted in the concept of elementary e↵ects proposed

by Morris in [124]. It falls within the category of ”One At a Time” (OAT)

designs, where each input is varied while fixing the others, and sticks to the

concept of local variation around a base point. Nevertheless, this method

attempts to overcome the limitations of the derivative-based approach by

broadening the ranges of input variations and multiple local measures, thus

eliminating dependence on a single sample point [121].

The EE method primarily aims to compute two sensitivity measures used

to categorize inputs into three groups: inputs having negligible e↵ects, inputs

having prominent linear e↵ects without interactions, and inputs exhibiting

substantial nonlinear e↵ects and/or interactions with other factors.

The method involves discretizing the input space for each variable and

executing a specified number, denoted as r, of One At a Time (OAT) designs.

In this study, these designs are randomly selected within the input space

using the sampling strategy proposed by Campolongo et al. in [126]. This

technique employs Sobol’ quasi-random sequences to construct a radial OAT

design.

Radial samplings operate by altering one factor at a time from a starting

random point within the input factor space. For a given starting point x0 =

(a1, a2, . . . , ak), k random points xi = (a1, a2, . . . , bi, . . . , ak) are generated

by modifying only one input variable at each step. For each of these random

points, the elementary e↵ect of the corresponding input is computed using

the following equation:

EEi =
y(xi)� y(x0)

xi � x0
, (3.22)

where y is the model response.

This sampling is then repeated r times, yielding the same number of

elementary e↵ects for each input variable. Finally, once the EEs are defined,

two sensitivity measures are computed for this method: the mean value µ
⇤
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(as proposed in [127]) and the standard deviation �. These are calculated

as:

µ
⇤
i
=

P
r

j=1 |EEi,j|
r

(3.23)

�i =

vuut1

r

rX

j=1

 
EEi,j �

P
r

j=1 EEi,j

r

!
. (3.24)

Here, EEi,j represents the elementary e↵ect of the i
th variable obtained

in the jth repetition. The µ⇤
i
value quantifies the influence of the ith input on

the output; higher µ⇤
i
values indicate more significant e↵ects on the model re-

sponse under consideration. Conversely, the standard deviation �i measures

the nonlinearity of the i
th input e↵ect on the output and/or the interaction

strength with other inputs. Thus, a variable exhibiting a high �i is deemed

to have nonlinear e↵ects and/or involvement in interactions with at least one

other variable [121, 126, 122].

The total number of model evaluations N is given by:

N = r (k + 1). (3.25)

3.4.2 Decision Variables Selection

In the present work, the SAFE toolbox, presented in [128, 129], is used as

a tool to perform GSA on the design, control, and overall objective functions.

This toolbox ensures a trade-o↵ between quality of GSA implementation and

user accessibility. Moreover, its conception aims to democratize GSA, thus

allowing non-specialist users to e↵ortlessly implement workflows that exploit

its features for sampling, sensitivity index calculation, and visualization [130].

The general idea is to identify and rank the most influential subset of

design and control variables for subsequent optimization stages. To do so,

three di↵erent GSAs are carried out, each corresponding to a distinct ob-

jective function, maintaining the same set of input variables while changing

the set of investigated output. Furthermore, an analysis of the GSA out-

comes could o↵er valuable insights into potential couplings between the two
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subproblems.

The number of the considered elementary e↵ects r is fixed 30, and the

number of inputs k corresponds to the size of the starting vector of overall

design variables. This vector is formed by combining the initial design and

control variables, outlined in subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The former encom-

passes parameters such as the internal diameter of gas-cooler tubes di,GC ,

gas-cooler fin pitch pf,GC , gas-cooler row pitch pR,GC , gas-cooler tube pitch

pt,GC , and fan impeller diameter dfan. The latter involves the feedforward

input variables within the chiller system, coupled with the multiple feedback

loops, as detailed in Section 2.6. Corresponding nominal values are available

in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively.

Table 3.1: Nominal values of the starting design variables.

di,GC,0 5.94mm

pf,GC,0 2.1mm

pR,GC,0 23.4mm

pt,GC,0 23.4mm

dfan,0 905mm

Table 3.2: Nominal values of the control variables for the system operating
in a fully open-loop configuration.

nC,0 1450 rpm

nfan,0 530 rpm

oBPV,0 0.1

Hence, k is equal to 7, resulting in eight points for each radial sampling

and a total of 240 evaluations, computed as in Eq. 3.25. The investigated

input variables and their assigned domain are summarized in Table 3.3.

The parallel coordinate plot depicted in Figure 3.2 serves as a means to

visualize simulations presented as a set of trajectories [122]. This represen-

tation aims to illustrate the radial sampling of the input space and assess

whether the reduced number of elementary e↵ects impacts the sensitivity

analysis by potentially omitting thorough exploration. Complete coverage of
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Table 3.3: Lower and upper bounds of the starting vector of overall design
variables.

⇠0 ⇠0

di,GC 5mm 6.8mm

pf,GC 1.78mm 2.42mm

pR,GC 19.9mm 26.9mm

pt,GC 19.9mm 26.9mm

dfan 769mm 1041mm

nfan 318 rpm 636 rpm

oBPV 0.045 0.125

the input space is indicated by the trajectory lines intersecting each input

(represented as vertical lines) along their entire length.

5 mm

6.8 mm

1.78 mm

2.42 mm

19.9 mm

26.9 mm

19.9 mm

26.9 mm

769 mm

1041 mm

318 rpm

636 rpm

0.045

0.125

Figure 3.2: Parallel coordinate plot.

The results of the GSA are shown in Figure 3.3 and summarized in Ta-

ble 3.4. They refer to the case with external air temperature Tair and thermal

cooling load Q̇load equal to 30.4 �C and 21.3 kW, respectively. Here, the same

notation considered in Table 4.1 for the boundary conditions is used. There-

fore, Tair = 30.4 �C corresponds to the condition HT, while Q̇load = 21.3 kW

is referred to as LTL.
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Table 3.4: Mean (µ⇤) and standard deviation (�) of elementary e↵ects for
the objective functions, for HT-LTL (refer to Table 4.1) with T

⇤
B

equal to
5.5 �C.

Design Control Overall

objective function objective function objective function

µ⇤ � µ⇤ � µ⇤ �

di,GC 0 0 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01

pf,GC 0 0 0.11 0.04 0.06 0.03

pR,GC 0.48 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.13 0.03

pt,GC 2.12 0.18 0.20 0.06 0.72 0.10

dfan 0.92 0.08 2.07 1.32 0.96 0.71

nfan 0 0 1.80 1.10 1.07 0.64

oBPV 0 0 7.71 0.83 4.63 0.50

The initial analysis investigates the most significant input variables with

respect to the design objective function. Notably, the gas-cooler tube pitch

pt,GC emerges as the most influential variable, succeeded by the fan impeller

diameter dfan and the gas-cooler row pitch pR,GC , in that order. These three

variables exhibit linear e↵ects without any discernible interactions, indicated

by their considerably low standard deviation values. Conversely, the re-

maining variables demonstrate a negligible impact on the design objective

function, registering zero e↵ect.

In the second case, the influence of the back-pressure valve opening oBPV

on the control objective function (i.e., total power consumption of the sys-

tem, as per Eq. 3.20) is remarkably dominant and predominantly linear. It is

followed by the fan impeller diameter dfan and rotational speed nfan, which

exhibit nearly equivalent e↵ects, while the remaining variables have negli-

gible contributions. It is interesting to note how dfan and nfan exhibit a

similar standard deviation value, comparable to the mean value, thus sug-

gesting potential nonlinear e↵ects and/or interactions among the variables.

This observation, along with purely physical considerations, hints at a poten-

tial coupling between these variables resulting in a uni-directional coupling

between the variable dfan and the control objective function. Indeed, this
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aligns with the understanding that the performance of the fans is not only

a↵ected by the rotational speed but also by their size.

Finally, the GSA is performed on the overall objective function J cal-

culated using the weighted-sum method, as will be explained in subsection

4.1.2, through the following equation:

J(⇠P , ⇠C) = ✓ JP(⇠P) + (1� ✓) JC(⇠P , ⇠C). (3.26)

The results outlined in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3c refers to the case with the

weight ✓ fixed at 0.4. The analysis rea�rms the prominence of the valve

opening oBPV as the most influential variable, succeeded by rotational speed

nfan, fan impeller diameter dfan, and gas-cooler tube pitch pt,GC , in descend-

ing order of impact. The remaining variables exhibit negligible e↵ects on

the objective function. As expected, dfan and nfan demonstrate potential

nonlinear e↵ects or mutual interactions, aligning with the earlier discussion.

Thanks to these results, it is possible to reduce the number of overall

design variables.

The valve opening oBPV , along with impeller diameter dfan and rotational

speed nfan of the fans, cannot be neglected due to their relevant e↵ect on the

objective functions, while the gas-cooler internal tube diameter di,GC has a

negligible impact in all considered scenarios.

Furthermore, it is plausible to consider the tube pitch pt,GC and row pitch

pR,GC as a combined parameter pR/t,GC . This approach also aligns with com-

mon industrial practices in finned-tube heat exchanger design, often employ-

ing equal values for these parameters. This method preserves information

about the impact of the row pitch while minimizing the count of individual

variables.

Lastly, the gas-cooler fin pitch pf,GC has no e↵ect on the design objective

function and very little e↵ect on both control and overall objective functions.

However, it must be included as it plays a role in one of the inequality

constraints considered in the design optimization problem (see subsection

4.1.1).
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Therefore, the vector ⇠ of the combined design and control variables, to

be used in the optimization problems outlined Chapter 4, is structured as

follows:

⇠ =
�
pf,GC , pR/t,GC , dfan, nfan, oBPV

 
. (3.27)

In Figure 3.4, the convergence plots display the mean value of each input

as a function of the number of model evaluations, for all the considered

objective functions. As the sample size increases, the fluctuation in the mean

values converges toward their actual values, indicating the correct selection

of the number of elementary e↵ects, r, and a uniform exploration of the input

space through the radial sampling strategy.

3.5 Optimization Strategies

In the realm of CCD, the interconnected relationship between design and

control optimization creates a need for a spectrum of optimization strategies

that e↵ectively balance the complexities between system design and con-

trol mechanisms. The present study will adopt the classification outlined in

[38, 131] and illustrated in Figure 3.5. These strategies encompass a variety

of methodologies, spanning from conventional sequential and iterative ap-

proaches to the computationally more intensive simultaneous strategy and

the complex nested optimization schemes. Additionally, partitioned opti-

mization strategies adopt a methodical approach by addressing subsystems

individually, refining each component before integrating them into a unified,

comprehensive solution. This varied landscape of optimization strategies re-

flects the intricate relationship between system architecture and its governing

controls, addressing the essential synergy required for achieving optimal per-

formance in Control Co-Design scenarios.

The choice of the most suitable optimization strategy is application de-

pendent, as it heavily relies on the nature and strength of the couplings es-

tablished between the system and its control system. Also, in cases where the

coupling is non-negligible, there emerges the possibility of dividing optimiza-

tion strategies into two distinct categories. The first category encompasses
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Figure 3.5: Optimization strategies classification (after [38]).

the sequential and iterative methods, which are relatively simpler to imple-

ment and faster in reaching solutions [111]. However, they do not assure

convergence towards either a feasible or an optimal solution. Conversely, the

second category comprises the simultaneous, nested, and partitioned meth-

ods. While these approaches guarantee optimality, they are more intricate

to implement owing to the complexity of the optimization problems and the

existence of non-convex coupling constraints. Additionally, their computa-

tional demands increase significantly due to the size of the problem.

3.5.1 Sequential Optimization

The sequential approach is the conventional and typically the most prac-

tical method for solving CCD problems. This preference is closely tied to

industry practices, where the complex nature of engineering systems and

the size of professional teams often make coordinating a simultaneous de-

sign across all groups impractical, thus leading to the perception that the

sequential approach is the primary and sometimes the only viable option [96,

28].
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This method usually starts by optimizing the system design and then

moves on to optimize the control system, considering the optimized design

variables as parameters in the control optimization process. In instances of

uni-directional coupling, the controller architecture is entirely disregarded in

the design optimization, resulting in an optimal solution only for the plant.

Yet, in situations involving bi-directional coupling, the control variables are

fixed to predefined values and considered as parameters in the design op-

timization, potentially leading to a solution that might not be optimal for

both subproblems.

Numerous studies in the literature propose modified sequential approaches

to address these limitations, aiming to preserve the advantages of the method,

such as simplicity and low computational load.

Among these methods, one uses the notion of system controllability in

open-loop, independent of controller design, in conjunction with the Gramian

matrix [132, 112, 133, 105]. The authors have demonstrated how the general

formulation of the control problem does not allow a priori determination of

the existence and intensity of coupling. However, they have highlighted a

relationship between the Gramian matrix and the coupling, enabling the a

priori computation of coupling for a significant set of crucial control design

problems. Then, the relationship between controllability and coupling can

be exploited to formulate Control Proxy Functions (CPFs), which can be

used to modify the sequential method. By incorporating the CPF into the

design objective function and solving the resulting open-loop design opti-

mization problem, a system configuration is obtained. This configuration

can be utilized in the control optimization problem, resulting in an optimal

or near-optimal solutions.

Another approach involves the incorporation of control objectives, often

in the form of constraints, within the system design phase. This is achieved

by leveraging the eigenvalues of the Gramian controllability matrix to de-

fine the control objective function. By employing a sequential approach in

this manner, it ensures the attainment of a system design with enhanced

controllability [99].
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3.5.2 Iterative Optimization

The iterative optimization involves an incremental refinement process,

continuously adjusting both system design and control strategies. The solu-

tion obtained from optimizing the system design is used in the optimization

of the control system, and vice versa. This reciprocal exchange ensures that

each optimization step considers the insights gained from the other, aiming

for an improved overall solution. Despite being advantageous in maintain-

ing the separation of the two subproblems, in the presence of coupling this

approach might not guarantee an optimal solution.

Nonetheless, some studies suggest that this strategy can be proficiently

modified to identify optimal solutions for CCD problems of linear control

systems [134, 135].

3.5.3 Simultaneous Optimization

This optimization strategy aims to tackle the CCD optimization problem

presented in Eqs.3.8-3.14. By merging design and control objectives within

a unified framework, it combines constraints and variables from individual

subproblems. Yet, this integration can lead to non-convexity, even when

individual objectives are convex [111], and results in a larger optimization

problem, thereby increasing computational demands. Additionally, the com-

mon practice of linearly combining objective functions may be limited in

identifying points on a non-convex Pareto frontier.

The simultaneous approach ensures system optimality upon finding a so-

lution. However, it does come with some challenges. Notably, the need

to formulate and combine two distinct objectives from di↵erent disciplines

presents a significant obstacle. Additionally, committing to a controller ar-

chitecture early in the process, before finalizing the plant design, can be a

demanding aspect of this method. Moreover, adopting this approach means

forgoing the use of specialized optimization algorithms developed to solve

specific subproblems, potentially limiting the e�ciency of the optimization

process [37].
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3.5.4 Nested Optimization

Also referred to as bi-level optimization, this optimization strategy in-

volves two nested optimization loops. In the outer loop, the combined sys-

tem (plant and control architecture) is optimized, only focusing on the plant

design variables. The resulting optimized design is then fed into the inner

loop to seek the optimal solution for the control system. The process is then

iterated using these optimal values as starting points. However, it guarantees

optimality only for uni-directional coupling scenarios [38].

An advantageous aspect of nested optimization is its capacity to lever-

age established optimal control algorithms to e�ciently solve the inner-loop

problem [37].

3.5.5 Partitioned Optimization

Partitioned optimization strategies divides a complex problem into smaller,

more manageable subproblems, and can be used to solve co-design problems

with bi-directional coupling, while ensuring optimality. Each subproblem is

solved independently but is coordinated to maintain consistency across the

entire system. Therefore, design and control optimization subproblems are

overseen by a master problem that manages their interactions, and optimiza-

tion is achieved by coordinating the enhancement of both the artifact and

the controller while considering their mutual influence.

3.6 Black-box Optimization and Bayesian Op-

timization

As described in Chapter 2, the CCD problem addressed in this disser-

tation relies on a physics-based model of a chiller system. These kind of

models possess accurate predictive capabilities embedded within their math-

ematical structures. However, these qualities often come at the expense of

increased nonlinearity and numerical sti↵ness, making these models challeng-

ing to simulate. Furthermore, obtaining closed-form solutions or analytical
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representations becomes often impracticable due to these complexities.

In this context, black-box optimization methods are crucial in addressing

challenges related to real-world engineering optimization problems. They

become particularly essential when traditional methodologies fail due to the

di�culty in obtaining analytical expressions for key parts of the optimization

problem, such as the function J in Eqs. 3.1-3.7. Within the realm of black-

box optimization methods, metaheuristics (e.g., Genetic Algorithm, Particle

Swarms, Simulated Annealing, etc.) play a pivotal role due to their ability

in e�ciently exploring the search space with no or little information about

it [136, 137, 138, 139, 140]. Each metaheuristic initializes with an initial set

of values and iteratively generates new samples using a specified mechanism

based on current samples and their corresponding objective function values.

The fundamental di↵erences between metaheuristics stem from the distinct

mechanisms employed by each algorithm to generate new reliable samples.

This iterative process involves a balance between exploration, emphasizing

global search, and exploitation, which focuses on refining solutions locally.

The selection of the most appropriate method for a specific problem class

is a critical aspect, subject to what are known as No Free Lunch Theorems

(NFLT) [141]. These suggest that, without prior knowledge on the geome-

try of the objective function J (i.e., uniform distribution over the space of

all the possible objective functions), there is no universally superior opti-

mization method. In practice, the e↵ectiveness of an optimization algorithm

depends on how well it aligns with the structure of the problem [136, 139,

140, 141]. Therefore, the choice of the most appropriate optimization algo-

rithm is problem-dependent. This is particularly evident in MDO problems

that employ high-fidelity numerical models, where selecting the best algo-

rithm is also tied to the computational cost of model evaluations, a factor

that notably impacts the overall computational cost of the optimization [142].

A key aspect of NFLT is their evident connection with Bayesian analy-

sis [136, 140, 141]. For an optimization problem such as the one defined in

Eqs. 3.1-3.7, adopting a black-box optimization approach implies that infor-

mation about the objective function is confined to a finite sample dataset
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D =
n
(⇠1, Ĵ(⇠1)), (⇠2, Ĵ(⇠2)), · · · , (⇠n, Ĵ(⇠n))

o
, where ⇠i are the evaluation

points and Ĵi are the unknown function evaluations. Within the Bayesian

framework [143, 144], solving the optimization problem becomes an inferen-

tial task, achieved by leveraging the dataset D alongside a prior distribution

P (J) defined over the function space (i.e., a probabilistic surrogate model

that approximates the objective function J). By combining the likelihood

P (D|J) with the prior P (J), it is possible to obtain a posterior

P (J |D) / P (D|J)P (J), (3.28)

that can be used to provide insights into the promising regions of the search

space and iteratively refine the belief concerning the functional model. As-

suming a prior in the Bayesian logic is equivalent to consider a nonuniform

distribution over the space of possible objective functions from the NFLT

point of view.

In this scenario, akin to the Bayesian approach, each metaheuristic in-

herently assumes a functional model, albeit more or less implicitly. Conse-

quently, every method carries its own implicit prior, shaped by the encoded

parameters and the employed search operators. The prior essentially dictates

the approach of each algorithm in balancing between local search (exploita-

tion) and global search (exploration). So, all metaheuristics rely on a model

class similar to the Bayesian prior for the objective function. This model

class is integrated with sampled points at each iteration to direct the search

toward the most promising directions. Nevertheless, by naturally incorpo-

rating Bayesian principles, the Bayesian optimization (BO) method exhibits

several advantages, especially in overcoming inherent limitations associated

with solving CCD problems in the HVAC&R sector. However, it must not

be forgotten that also Bayesian optimization is susceptible to the curse of

dimensionality [136].

Bayesian optimization is a method used to globally optimize unknown

objective functions, particularly advantageous when function evaluations are

expensive or resource-intensive [145, 146]. The theoretical foundation of this
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data-driven technique lies in Bayesian inference and it employs probabilistic

models and a surrogate function to capture the uncertainty in the unknown

function’s behavior. By iteratively evaluating the objective function at care-

fully chosen points, Bayesian optimization updates its surrogate model and

uses it to guide the search towards regions of the search space that are likely

to contain the global optimum, e↵ectively minimizing the number of costly

evaluations required to identify the optimal solution. Its adaptability to han-

dle expensive objective function observations makes Bayesian optimization

highly suitable for scenarios where computational resources or evaluations

are limited [147].

Again, the cornerstone of Bayesian optimization is given by the choice

of the prior, pivotal in inferring insights about the geometry of the objec-

tive function from a sampled dataset during a training phase. As seen, this

capability is crucial, especially in addressing black-box optimization prob-

lems, such as those encountered within the context of CCD. Additionally,

BO demonstrates flexibility by allowing the exploration of di↵erent priors

while maintaining a consistent optimization framework. This adaptability

permits the testing of various prior assumptions without altering the under-

lying structure of the optimization process.

Bayesian optimization finds application across a wide spectrum of fields

[148]. Within the HVAC&R sector, numerous studies demonstrate its e�cacy

in tackling various challenges, spanning from model calibration [149, 150] to

control optimization [151, 152, 153, 154].

Control Co-Design community has witnessed a growing interest in BO,

evident in its application across various domains [155, 100, 156, 101]. Never-

theless, its specific implementation for solving CCD problems in HVAC&R

applications remains limited [45, 44]. However, despite this limitation, the

range of studies showcasing the adaptability and e�cacy of BO method in

tackling multifaceted challenges within the HVAC&R realm is noteworthy.

As such, BO emerges as a reliable tool with the potential to e↵ectively ad-

dress the specific CCD problem delineated in this dissertation.

In the following subsection, a brief overview of the Bayesian optimization
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method adopted in this study will be presented.

3.6.1 Bayesian optimization method

Bayesian optimization method can be used to solve Control Co-Design op-

timization problems, by integrating them into black-box optimization frame-

works. Within these frameworks, the optimization problem is treated as a

black-box, allowing the implementation of Bayesian optimization techniques

to e�ciently explore and exploit the search space, iteratively improving the

solution without requiring detailed knowledge of the internal structure of the

problem.

The BO framework is characterized by two main elements. The first

ingredient is a probabilistic surrogate model, acting as a prior, alongside an

observation model defining the data generation process. This prior function

encapsulates the belief about the space of possible objective functions. By

combining the prior with evaluations Ĵi of the unknown objective function

J , a posterior distribution is computed using Bayes’ theorem, as outlined

in Eq. 3.28. The posterior updates the belief about objective function and

can be used to generate a predictive distribution for J at each optimization

variable in ⇠.

The second key element is the acquisition function, which interacts with

the posterior to formulate a utility function. By maximizing the acquisition

function, it is possible to determine the subsequent evaluation point. Thus,

the acquisition function directs the search toward subsets of ⌅ where the op-

timal solution is more likely to be located, e↵ectively balancing exploration

and exploitation within the search space [157].

Therefore, the choice of the prior is a crucial point and relies on as-

sumptions made about the unknown objective function. For the CCD case

considered in this work, J is presumed to belong to the category of smooth

and well-behaved functions, making Gaussian Process (GP) an appropri-

ate choice as a probabilistic surrogate model. GPs are flexible probabilistic
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models that o↵er non-parametric modeling, capable of adapting to complex

function shapes without assuming specific forms. Particularly advantageous

in Bayesian optimization, GPs excel in handling noisy or computationally ex-

pensive functions, facilitating e�cient exploration of the search space while

ensuring a balance between exploration and exploitation. Their ability to

quantify uncertainty enables informed decisions about where to sample next,

making them particularly useful for optimizing black-box functions with lim-

ited evaluations.

This class of non-parametric models is defined by a mean function µ0 :

⌅ ! R and a positive definite covariance function (kernel)  : ⌅ ⇥ ⌅ ! R.
Defined J and Ĵ as the vectors of the unknown function values Ji = J(⇠i)

and the noisy observations Ĵi of J on a finite set of n evaluation points ⇠i,

GP considers that both vectors are normally distributed:

J|⌅ ⇠ N (m,K) (3.29)

Ĵ|J, �2 ⇠ N (J, �2 I), (3.30)

where m = {mi} is the mean vector with elements mi = µ0(⇠i), and K =

[Ki,j] is the covariance matrix (Gram matrix) of elements Ki,j = (⇠i, ⇠j).

Given a set of n normally distributed observations Dn =
n
(⇠i, Ĵi)

on

i=1
and an arbitrary evaluation point ⇠, the posterior mean function (model

prediction) µn and the posterior variance function (model uncertainty) �2
n

are calculated as follows:

µn(⇠) = µ0(⇠) + k(⇠)T (K+ �
2I)�1 (Ĵ�m) (3.31)

�
2
n
(⇠) = (⇠, ⇠)� k(⇠)T (K+ �

2I)�1 k(⇠), (3.32)

where k(⇠) is a vector of covariance terms between the arbitrary point ⇠ and

the n evaluation points ⇠i collected in Dn.

The covariance function  determines the structural attributes of the ob-

jective functions that can be fitted (e.g., smoothness, robustness to additive

noise, etc.). Here, as suggested by [157], the automatic relevance determi-

nation (ARD) Matérn 5/2 kernel function is considered. This covariance
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function yields sample functions that are twice di↵erentiable, aligning with

the assumptions made by quasi-Newton methods, for example. It is more

suitable for solving practical optimization problems compared to the com-

monly used squared exponential function, which generates sample functions

that are unrealistically smooth. Hence, the covariance between two points ⇠

and ⇠0 is given by Eq 3.33.

(⇠, ⇠0) = ✓0

✓
1 +

p
5 r2(⇠, ⇠0) +

5

3
r
2(⇠, ⇠0)

◆
exp

⇣
�
p
5 r2(⇠, ⇠0)

⌘
, (3.33)

with

r
2(⇠, ⇠0) =

DX

d=1

(⇠d � ⇠
0
d
)2

✓
2
d

, (3.34)

where d indicates the dth dimension of the points ⇠ and ⇠0 in the multidimen-

sional space RD. The covariance amplitude ✓0 and the length scales ✓1:D are

known as the hyperparameters of the kernel function.

As previously described, the acquisition function is responsible for the

exploration-exploitation trade-o↵ of BO method. The ideal acquisition func-

tion aims to find a balance between exploration, which involves exploring

regions of higher variance, and exploitation, targeting areas where prediction

errors are minimized. In the present work, a modified expected improvement

(EI) function, EI, is used. This function, implemented by bayesopt library

in Matlab [158], integrates an ✏-greedy strategy to prevent the algorithm

from becoming trapped in a local minimum, a problem that can occur with

the traditional EI approach. This is done by combining the original EI ap-

proach with a random choice based on probability measures (for details on

the algorithm see [159]). In the original approach, the new evaluation point

⇠n+1 is obtained by maximizing the expected improvement with respect to

the current optimum value, as follows:

⇠n+i = argmax
⇠

EI(⇠;Dn), (3.35)

where EI(⇠;Dn) is calculated as the maximum value between 0 and the dif-

ference between the lowest posterior mean µ
⇤
n
, computed on the points in Dn,
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and the posterior mean of the arbitrary point µn(⇠):

EI(⇠;Dn) = E [max(0, µ⇤
n
� µn(⇠))] . (3.36)

For more details on Bayesian optimization formalism, Gaussian Processes,

and acquisition functions, refer to [143, 144, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163].

Figure 3.6: Bayesian optimization across three iterations [160].

Finally, Figure 3.6 summarizes the Bayesian optimization procedure for

a one-dimensional maximization problem. The dashed curve represents the

unknown objective function, while the continuous curve depicts the posterior

mean. The shaded area around the mean curve shows the posterior confi-

dence interval. During the initial iteration (n = 2), the prior is combined

with two objective function evaluations to compute the posterior, which is
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subsequently used to calculate the acquisition function, shown in the lower

shaded plots. The acquisition function is high in regions where the model

predicts a high objective function value and where prediction uncertainty is

high, thus fostering exploitation and exploration, respectively. By maximiz-

ing the acquisition function, a new evaluation point is determined, and this

process repeats over three iterations. As can be seen, the posterior updates

at each step, gaining knowledge about J , and its uncertainty at the observed

point decreases accordingly.
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Chapter 4

Results

In order to evaluate the benefits, drawbacks, and potential opportuni-

ties associated with implementing CCD strategies in the HVAC&R sector, a

comparison between the results provided by two di↵erent optimization ap-

proaches is carried out. On the one hand, a more traditional workflow, often

adopted by the experts in this field, using the sequential optimization is con-

sidered. On the other, the simultaneous optimization approach is used due

to its ability to ensure optimality even in the presence of bi-directional cou-

plings. This choice is supported by the fact that, despite determining a larger

optimization problem, in the considered case, the total number of variables

remains relatively low.

In Section 4.1, the optimization problems of both the sequential and si-

multaneous approaches are formulated, and their respective black-box opti-

mization frameworks are introduced. In both scenarios, Bayesian optimiza-

tion is successfully implemented, allowing optimal values to be reached with a

restricted number of iterations. Using the dynamic model, the chiller system

operation is simulated across nine di↵erent operating conditions, defined by

combinations of three external air temperature levels and three thermal loads

(refer to Table 4.1). Throughout these simulations, the boundary conditions

remain constant for a total simulation time of 30000 s, ensuring the attain-

ment of steady-state conditions. Since we are primarily interested in steady-
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state energy e�ciency, transient operation performance can be neglected.

Moreover, steady-state performance is su�cient for determining the static

feedforward actions. Subsequently, steady-state quantities are leveraged by

the Bayesian optimization method, and the solutions of each optimization

problem are found for each operating condition. Both optimization methods

aim to determine the optimal value of the design vector, ⇠, encompassing a

combination of design variables, ⇠P , and control variables, ⇠C, for the corre-

sponding optimization problems. The outcomes of the considered co-design

strategies are discussed in Section 4.2, and finally compared in subsection

4.2.3.

Table 4.1: Boundary conditions.

External air
temperature Tair

Thermal load Q̇load

LT 20.7 �C LTL 21.3 kW

MT 25.5 �C MTL 42.6 kW

HT 30.4 �C HTL 63.9 kW

4.1 Optimization Problems

4.1.1 Case 1: Sequential Optimization

As outlined in Section 3.5, the sequential approach involves two consec-

utive constrained optimization stages. Initially, the method focuses on the

optimal design of the chiller system. Subsequently, upon completing the de-

sign optimization, the plant design variables are considered as parameters

for the subsequent control system optimization step.

Continuing from what introduced in 3.3 and 3.4, the design optimiza-

tion aims to find the optimal design variables ⇠P that minimizes the design

objective function JP , which represents the overall volume of the gas-cooler

VGC,overall. As observed, the design parameters vector ⇠P encompasses the fin

pitch pf,GC and row/tube pitch pR/t,GC of the gas-cooler, and fans impeller
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diameter dfan. The mathematical formulation of the design optimization

problem can be written as follows:

min
⇠P

JP (⇠P) = VGC,overall (4.1)

decision variables: ⇠P =
⇥
pf,GC , pR/t,GC , dfan

⇤
(4.2)

subject to: gP,1 = 0.85 ⇣0 � ⇣  0 (4.3)

gP,2 = ⇣ � 1.15 ⇣0  0 (4.4)

gP,3 = 0.98 �0 � �  0 (4.5)

gP,4 = TB � TB,0  0 (4.6)

gP,5 = Ptot � Ptot,0  0 (4.7)

ẋ = f⇠P (x, u, d) = 0 (4.8)

y = r⇠P (x, u, d) (4.9)

⇠P  ⇠P  ⇠P (4.10)

with: ⇣ =
⇡ d

2
fan

lGC hGC

(4.11)

� =
Afr,n,GC

Afr,GC

=
(pt,GC � de,GC) (pf,GC � tf,GC)

pt,GC pf,GC

. (4.12)

The minimization problem is subject to both plant inequality constrains

gP,1�3 and performance inequality constraints gP,4�5, while f and r represent

the dynamics of the system. Here, x, u, and d, denote states, inputs, and dis-

turbances, respectively. The states x correspond to all the states of the graph

nodes. The inputs u include the opening of the valve oBPV , the rotational

speed of the fans nfan, and the compressor speed nC . Finally, the external

air temperature Tair and the thermal loda Q̇load represent the disturbances

d to the system. Eq. 4.8 specifies that the optimization exclusively accounts

for steady-state conditions.

The plant inequality constraints gP,1 and gP,2 are geometric constraints,

enforcing the ratio ⇣ — cross-sectional area of airflow passage in the four fans

to total gas-cooler cross-sectional area — to remain within ±15% of the ratio

computed based on the nominal design configuration. These are implemented

to consider the fluid dynamics aspects associated with the airflow transition
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from the outlet of the gas-cooler to the inlet of the fans. A third geometric

inequality constraint gP,3 is introduced to limit the ratio � — net cross-

sectional area to total cross-sectional area of the gas-cooler — to be greater

than 98% of the nominal ratio �0. Local air pressure losses and fouling

e↵ect in the plate-fin heat exchangers are strictly related to �. Feasible

design solutions must ensure that its value is high enough to reduce these

drawbacks.

The performance inequality constraints are contemplated to limit the

search to those solutions that guarantee at least the same performance level

as the nominal configuration. On the one hand, the function gP,4 ensures

that feasible solutions provide water to the building at a temperature TB

equal or lower than the nominal case TB,0; on the other, gP,5 limits total

power consumption Ptot to be equal or lower than Ptot,0. The supply water

temperature TB,0 and the power consumption Ptot,0 are computed for each

operating condition by simulating the system in a fully open-loop configu-

ration (i.e., no PI controllers), fixing design and control parameters to their

nominal values (refer to Table 3.1 and Table 3.2). Finally, bound constraints

are also considered, where ⇠P and ⇠P denote the lower and upper bounds for

the design variables, respectively. These bounds are calculated as �15% and

+15% of the nominal design values (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.2: Lower and upper bounds of the design optimization variables.

⇠P ⇠P

dfan 769mm 1041mm

pf,GC 1.78mm 2.42mm

pR/t,GC 19.9mm 26.9mm

Figure 4.1 depicts the search space of the design optimization problem for

three di↵erent operating conditions, obtained by conducting a screening of

simulations with ⇠P ranging between ⇠P and ⇠P , and the control parameters

fixed at their nominal values. Each surface represents the upper bound of an

inequality constraint, and the space of feasible solutions stands between the
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upper bounds of gP,1, gP,3, gP,4, and gP,5, in all the considered cases. In the

feasible region, the figure shows isosurfaces corresponding to di↵erent levels

of the objective function JP .

As can be seen, JP decreases moving towards the intersection among the

upper bounds of gP,3, gP,4, and gP,5, where it reaches a minimum value, de-

pendent on the operating condition under consideration.

Once the optimal design is determined, the optimized design variables ⇠⇤P
are treated as parameters in the control optimization. Here, the objective

function JC represents the total power consumption of the chiller system Ptot,

which is the summation between the compressor power consumption PC and

the power consumption of the four fans Pfans. The control optimization aims

to find the couple of control set-points, fans rotational speed nfan and valve

opening oBPV , that minimizes JC, while the compressor rotational speed nC

is regulated by the decentralized controller to maintain the supply water

temperature TB at the prescribed set-point T ⇤
B
, as illustrated in Section 2.6.

Mathematically, the control optimization problem can be expressed as:

min
⇠C

JC (⇠
⇤
P , ⇠C) = Ptot (4.13)

decision variables: ⇠C = [nfan, oBPV ] (4.14)

subject to: gC,1 = TB � T
⇤
B
 0 (4.15)

ẋ = f⇠⇤P ,⇠C (x, u, d) = 0 (4.16)

y = h⇠
⇤
P ,⇠C (x, u, d) (4.17)

⇠C  ⇠C  ⇠C. (4.18)

In this case, the optimization problem incorporates a single inequality

constraint, denoted as gC,1, restricting feasible solutions to supply chilled

water at a temperature equal to or below the set-point T ⇤
B
. The bound con-

straints ⇠C and ⇠C are shown in Table 4.3, while the saturation limits the

compressor frequency to remain within 30Hz and 60Hz (i.e., 870 rpm and

1740 rpm). Note that the values of the fan speed correspond to fans power
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(a) Operating condition: MT-LTL

(b) Operating condition: MT-MTL

(c) Operating condition: MT-HTL

Figure 4.1: Search space of the design optimization problem.
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supply frequency of 30Hz and 60Hz1, respectively.

Table 4.3: Lower and upper bounds of the control optimization variables.

⇠C ⇠C

nfan 318 rpm 636 rpm

oBPV 0.04 0.125

The search space of the control optimization problem, depicted in Fig-

ure 4.2, is obtained by conducting a screening of simulations with ⇠C ranging

between ⇠C and ⇠C, and the design parameters equal to the previously found

optimized values ⇠⇤C. The contour lines refer to di↵erent levels of total power

consumption Ptot, whereas the color shaded areas denote regions of the search

space where gC,1 is violated, considering T ⇤
B
as 8 �C. In each scenario, the min-

imum value appears to be situated within a delimited portion of the search

space. The results refer to the same operating conditions of Figure 4.1.

It is noteworthy that the inclusion of constraints gP,4 and gP,5 (Eqs. 4.1-

4.12) introduces a partial bi-directional coupling between the design and con-

trol optimization problems. While the objective functions of both optimiza-

tion problems exhibit uni-directional coupling, the performance inequality

constraints considered in the design optimization also depend on the control

parameters. This is supported by the results in Figure 3.3b, which highlights

the significance of the control variables on the total power consumption of

the system. Indeed, while varying the rotational speed of the fans, nfan,

directly a↵ects power consumption, adjusting the valve opening, oBPV , im-

pacts power consumption indirectly through the operation of the compressor.

Opening or closing the valve alters the pressure losses across the valve and

consequently through the refrigerant circuit, thus, at constant compressor

rotational speed, the mass flow rate provided by the compressor and the re-

frigerant pressure levels change. This action, in turn, influences the cooling

capacity of the chiller, subsequently a↵ecting the supply water temperature,

1Varying the power supply frequency between 30Hz and 60Hz is equivalent to scaling
the nominal rotational speed, set at 50Hz, by factors of 0.6 and 1.2, respectively.
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TB.

Finally, this emphasizes that the control architecture cannot be com-

pletely ignored in the design optimization process [38], and highlights the

importance of accounting for system dynamics at that stage as well. Hence,

the performance inequality constraints can be referred to as coupling in-

equality constraints, and they aim to orient the resultant design for e↵ective

control and guarantee the feasibility of a viable control design, thus providing

a slight modification to the traditional sequential approach.

Algorithmic approach

The sequential optimization problem seamlessly integrates into a black-

box optimization framework that uses Bayesian optimization for solving. The

corresponding Algorithm 1 outlines the shared procedural steps for both de-

sign and control optimizations. As described in subsection 3.6.1, Gaussian

processes serve as a probabilistic surrogate model, denoted as '̂, to approxi-

mate the unknown and costly-to-evaluate objective function J . Additionally,

a modified expected improvement function is used as the acquisition function

A, as mentioned in subsection 3.6.1.

The algorithm starts by sampling optimization variables ⇠ to generate

evaluations Ĵ of the objective function (line 1). The resulting dataset D is

used in the learning phase of the statistical model '̂ (line 2), subsequently

providing predictive mean and variance. These statistical quantities are em-

ployed in constructing the acquisition function, which is maximized to select

the next evaluation candidate point ⇠+ within the bound constraints (line 4).

Subsequently, this point generates a new evaluation Ĵ+ (line 5) and the new

point (⇠+, Ĵ+) is incorporated into the historical data D (line 6), updating

the dataset to D+ and refining the statistical model '̂ (line 7). Steps 4-7 are

repeated for a specified number of cycles. The solution for each optimization

problem is determined by identifying the evaluation point that satisfies all in-

equality constraints (g  0) and simultaneously minimizes the corresponding

surrogate statistical model '̂.

In the sequential approach, the control variables ⇠C are treated as param-
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eters during the evaluations of the objective function in the design optimiza-

tion. The resulting output ⇠⇤P becomes a parameter in the subsequent control

optimization step, ultimately providing the optimized control variables ⇠⇤C as

the final result.

Algorithm 1 Sequential Optimization through Bayesian Optimization
Design Optimization
Input: ⇠P 2

⇥
⇠P , ⇠P

⇤
{Parameters: ⇠C = ⇠C,0}

1: Initialize dataset DP,n with input samples ⌅P,n = [⇠P,1, ⇠P,2, · · · , ⇠P,n]

and evaluations �P,n =
h
ĴP(⇠P,1), ĴP(⇠P,2), · · · , ĴP(⇠P,n)

i

2: Build statistical model '̂P
3: for each iteration i do
4: select a sample ⇠P,n+i by optimizing acquisition function AP

⇠P,n+i = argmax
⇠P AP(⇠P ;DP,n+i�1)

5: run simulation for ⇠P,n+i to obtain ĴP,n+i

6: augment data DP,n+i = {DP,n+i�1, (⇠P,n+i, ĴP,n+i)}
7: update statistical model '̂P
8: end for

Output: ⇠⇤P

Control Optimization
Input: ⇠C 2

⇥
⇠C, ⇠C

⇤
{Parameters: ⇠P = ⇠

⇤
P}

1: Initialize dataset DC,m with input samples ⌅C,m = [⇠C,1, ⇠C,2, · · · , ⇠C,m]
and evaluations �C,m =

h
ĴC(⇠C,1), ĴC(⇠C,2), · · · , ĴC(⇠C,m)

i

2: Build statistical model '̂C
3: for each iteration j do
4: select a sample ⇠C,m+j by optimizing acquisition function AC

! ⇠C,m+j = argmax
⇠C AC(⇠C;DC,m+j�1)

5: run simulation for ⇠C,m+j to obtain ĴC,m+j

6: augment data DC,m+j = {DC,m+j�1, (⇠C,m+j, ĴC,m+j)}
7: update statistical model '̂C
8: end for

Output: ⇠⇤C
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(a) Operating condition: MT-LTL

(b) Operating condition: MT-MTL

(c) Operating condition: MT-HTL

Figure 4.2: Search space of the control optimization problem, with T
⇤
B
equal

to 8 �C.
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4.1.2 Case 2: Simultaneous Optimization

In the simultaneous approach, the overall objective function J of the mul-

tiobjective optimization problem is derived using the weighted-sum method

[96]. This implies that J represents a linear combination of both the design

and control objective functions, where the positive normalized weight ✓ quan-

tifies the trade-o↵ between these objectives. The mathematical formulation

of the simultaneous optimization problem is detailed in Eqs. 4.19-4.30. The

design variables and constraints encompass those outlined in the previously

introduced optimization problems. Consequently, the inequality constraints

g1�3 align with gP,1�3 from the design optimization problem, while g4 corre-

sponds to gC,1 considered in the control optimization problem. Furthermore,

g4 replaces gP,4, while the performance inequality constraint gP,5 is not ex-

plicitly addressed here, as it is implicitly accounted for within the control

objective function JC.

min
⇠P ,⇠C

J(⇠P , ⇠C) = ✓ JP(⇠P) + (1� ✓) JC(⇠P , ⇠C) (4.19)

decision variables: ⇠P =
⇥
pf,GC , pR/t,GC , dfan

⇤
(4.20)

⇠C = [nfan, oBPV ] (4.21)

subject to: g1 = 0.85 ⇣0 � ⇣  0 (4.22)

g2 = ⇣ � 1.15 ⇣0  0 (4.23)

g3 = 0.98 �0 � �  0 (4.24)

g4 = TB � T
⇤
B
 0 (4.25)

ẋ = f⇠P ,⇠C (x, u, d) = 0 (4.26)

y = r⇠P ,⇠C (x, u, d) (4.27)

⇠P  ⇠P  ⇠P (4.28)

⇠C  ⇠C  ⇠C (4.29)

with: ✓ 2 [0, 1]. (4.30)
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Algorithmic approach

Similar to the sequential approach, the simultaneous optimization prob-

lem is incorporated into a black-box optimization framework based on Bayesian

optimization. The proposed algorithm, presented in Algorithm 2, follows the

same main steps as in subsection 4.1.1. The output of the algorithm is the

optimized co-design vector ⇠⇤ that minimizes the surrogate statistical model

'̂ of the overall objective function J .

Algorithm 2 Simultaneous Optimization through Bayesian Optimization

Input: ⇠ = [⇠P , ⇠C] 2
⇥
⇠, ⇠

⇤
, with ⇠P 2

⇥
⇠P , ⇠P

⇤
and ⇠C 2

⇥
⇠C, ⇠C

⇤

1: Initialize dataset Dl with input samples ⌅l = [⇠1, ⇠2, · · · , ⇠l] and evalua-

tions �l =
h
Ĵ(⇠1), Ĵ(⇠2), · · · , Ĵ(⇠l)

i

2: Build statistical model '̂
3: for each iteration k do
4: select a sample ⇠l+k by optimizing acquisition function A

{⇠l+k = argmax
⇠
A(⇠;Dl+k�1)}

5: run simulation for ⇠l+k to obtain Ĵl+k

6: augment data Dl+k = {Dl+k�1, (⇠l+k, Ĵl+k)}
7: update statistical model '̂
8: end for

Output: ⇠⇤

4.2 Optimization Results

The sequential and simultaneous optimization problems are solved using

their corresponding algorithms, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. This involves

performing three distinct optimizations: two for each subproblem within

the sequential approach and one for the simultaneous strategy. Each opti-

mization applies a maximum of 60 iterations for the Bayesian optimization

method, which is implemented using bayesopt library in Matlab [158]. The

outcomes of the sequential optimization can be found in subsection 4.2.1,

whereas the results of the simultaneous optimization are detailed in subsec-

tion 4.2.2. In subsection 4.2.3, the results of these two approaches are com-

pared and a convergence analysis of the three optimizations is commented.
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4.2.1 Case 1: Sequential Optimization

The design and control optimization problems, formulated in subsection

4.1.1, are solved for each operating condition in Table 4.1. The design opti-

mization provides the optimized design variables ⇠⇤P to the subsequent control

optimization step, which, in turn, leads to the optimized control variables

⇠
⇤
C. The results of the sequential approach are outlined in Table 4.4a. The

optimal values of fin pf,GC and row/tube pR/t,GC pitches of the gas-cooler, im-

peller diameter dfan and rotational speed nfan of the fans, and valve opening

oBPV , are summarized along with their corresponding minimized objective

functions. Furthermore, the values of design and control objective functions

are combined using Eq. 4.19 with the weight ✓ equal to 0.4, for comparison

purposes, as will be described further in this section.

Figure 4.3: Design optimization solution for MT-MTL.

Figure 4.3 represents the optimal point within the search space for the

design optimization under MT-MTL operating condition, while Figure 4.4

depicts the corresponding optimal point for the control optimization under a

di↵erent operating condition. As can be seen, Bayesian optimization provide

feasible solutions and locate both optimal points in the regions described in

subsection 4.1.1, as expected.
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Figure 4.4: Control optimization solution for MT-HTL.

4.2.2 Case 2: Simultaneous Optimization

The solution to the bi-objective co-design problem, as expressed by Eqs. 4.19-

4.30, forms a Pareto set. The di↵erent Pareto points within this set are de-

termined by adjusting the weight parameter ✓ between 0 and 1. Figure 4.6

depicts the Pareto fronts obtained by fitting a continuous curve on the Pareto

sets, identified by solving the simultaneous optimization problem, outlined

in subsection 4.1.2, across every operating condition of Table 4.1. The nor-

malized objective function values eJP and eJC are computed dividing each JP

and JC by their corresponding extreme values JP,✓=1 and JC,✓=0, which are

determined by optimizing Eq. 4.19 with the weight ✓ equal to 1 and 0, re-

spectively. The resulting Pareto fronts are all convex and represent system

optimal. Additionally, they provide valuable insights into the trade-o↵s be-

tween the plant and controller objectives for the designer. Finally, Table 4.4b

presents the results of the simultaneous optimization for ✓ equal to 0.4.

4.2.3 Comparison

The two co-design strategies are compared by calculating the percent re-

duction �J%, as per Eq. 4.31, from the optimal values of JP , JC, and J , of

both the sequential and the simultaneous optimizations (refer to Table 4.4a

and Table 4.4b, respectively). As mentioned in subsection 4.2.2, the simulta-
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neous optimization employed the weight ✓ equal to 0.4. This same weight is

used to compute the overall optimal J , as seen in Table 4.4a, using Eq. 4.19

and combining the optimized design and control objective function values.

The resulting percent reductions are summarized in Table 4.4c.

�J% = 100
Jsim � Jseq

Jseq
, (4.31)

where Jseq and Jsim are the values of the overall objective functions of the

sequential and simultaneous approaches, respectively.

The simultaneous optimization strategy demonstrates higher reductions

in total power consumption when the thermal load reaches medium to high

levels. This, however, coincides with a significant increase in gas-cooler vol-

ume. Moreover, for the specified value of ✓, the simultaneous approach does

not always ensure a reduction in both the design and control objective func-

tions at the same time. Notwithstanding this trade-o↵, the simultaneous ap-

proach outperforms the sequential strategy by attaining a consistently lower

minimum of the overall objective function J across all operating conditions.

This is also confirmed by the Pareto fronts in Figure 4.6. As can be seen,

for medium to high thermal loads, the sequential optimal points are domi-

nated by the Pareto sets, thus highlighting the advantages associated with

the simultaneous optimization strategy. However, for low thermal loads (i.e.,

LTL), the di↵erences between the two approaches decrease. In fact, in this

case, the solutions from the sequential approach precisely align with the

Pareto front.

Convergence analysis

As described in the introduction to this section, each optimization prob-

lem is solved using bayesopt library in Matlab , exploiting a parallel pool

of six workers. The simulation environment is implemented in Matlab ,

and each model run is performed for a simulation time of 30000 s using the

variable step solver ode23tb on a MacBookPro17,1 with chip Apple M1.

Figure 4.5 presents a comparison of the iterations executed by the Bayesian

optimization method to reach the minimum across various optimization prob-
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Table 4.4: Optimization results.

(a) Sequential optimization results.

LT MT HT

LTL MTL HTL LTL MTL HTL LTL MTL HTL

pf,GC [mm] 1.99 1.94 1.83 2.08 1.95 1.95 2.30 1.97 1.89

pR/t,GC [mm] 22.65 22.74 22.96 22.57 22.69 22.70 22.39 22.78 22.80

dfan [mm] 896.2 900.1 915.0 901.2 901.1 904.2 901.5 904.1 915.3

nfan [rpm] 319.4 378.7 461.6 523.8 492.5 491.0 580.9 497.0 476.0

oBPV [�] 0.085 0.046 0.066 0.065 0.046 0.067 0.051 0.045 0.064

JP [m3] 2.52 2.53 2.56 2.47 2.51 2.50 2.40 2.53 2.50

JC [kW] 7.49 9.19 15.40 8.82 11.57 19.52 10.10 14.81 24.53

J [�], with ✓ = 0.4 5.50 6.53 10.26 6.28 7.95 12.71 7.02 9.90 15.72

(b) Simultaneous optimization results for ✓ = 0.4.

LT MT HT

LTL MTL HTL LTL MTL HTL LTL MTL HTL

pf,GC [mm] 2.00 1.86 1.81 2.26 1.80 1.80 2.18 1.80 1.80

pR/t,GC [mm] 22.67 22.81 22.90 22.39 22.89 24.87 22.57 23.26 24.69

dfan [mm] 934.5 953.0 959.9 934.5 952.3 998.7 943.1 960.6 995.4

nfan [rpm] 322.6 329.7 456.5 571.1 455.5 455.1 549.9 453.5 455.3

oBPV [�] 0.086 0.047 0.066 0.064 0.047 0.068 0.051 0.046 0.064

JP [m3] 2.39 2.38 2.39 2.30 2.41 2.98 2.33 2.51 2.92

JC [kW] 7.54 9.14 15.38 8.92 11.50 18.87 10.14 14.65 24.01

J [�], with ✓ = 0.4 5.48 6.44 10.18 6.27 7.86 12.51 7.02 9.79 15.58

(c) Percent reduction table.

LT MT HT

LTL MTL HTL LTL MTL HTL LTL MTL HTL

�JP,% -4.80 -5.94 -6.77 -6.98 -3.99 18.98 -3.06 -0.78 16.79

�JC,% 0.68 -0.47 -0.12 1.09 -0.66 -3.34 0.44 -1.08 -2.11

�J%, with ✓ = 0.4 -0.32 -1.32 -0.78 -0.18 -1.08 -1.58 -0.04 -1.05 -0.91
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Figure 4.6: Pareto fronts.
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lems and operating conditions. The first and second columns display the

outcomes of design and control optimizations, respectively, using the sequen-

tial strategy, while the third column illustrates the convergence plots for the

simultaneous approach with ✓ = 0.4. It also distinguishes between iterations

for feasible and unfeasible solutions.

Figure 4.5: Convergence plots.

On average, the design, control, and simultaneous optimizations require

16.4, 37.8, and 48.2, iterations, respectively, to achieve the optimal solution.

The average computation times for these are 234.3 s, 3389 s, and 4122 s, re-

spectively. So, the sequential approach needs 52.4 iterations and 3623 s on

average to reach the solution. Therefore, despite a notable reduction in mean

iteration numbers by 11.1%, the simultaneous strategy experiences a 13.8%

increase in average computation time. This can be justified by the higher

number of optimization variables (i.e., 5) compared to both the design (i.e.,

3) and the control (i.e., 3) optimization problems, which confirms the advan-

tages of the sequential approach from the computational point of view.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

The optimal design and e↵ective control of HVAC&R systems are essen-

tial to meet the requirements of devices aiming to reduce the environmental

impact associated with the planet’s energy resource consumption. This op-

timization is also critical to ensure e�cient operation tailored to the specific

needs present in various contexts where such systems are employed.

Often, traditional design approaches for complex systems, typically in-

volving sequential optimization of design and control system, prove to be

limited and capable of providing only suboptimal solutions. Conversely, de-

sign approaches based on optimization strategies belonging to the class of

Control Co-Design approaches can ensure the achievement of optimal con-

figurations.

In this context, this dissertation focuses on the control co-design problem

of a CO2-based chiller system, employing a graph-based model and black-box

optimization.

5.2 Research contributions

This thesis has addressed the Control Co-Design of a potential funda-

mental element in HVAC&R installations, namely a CO2-based chiller. In
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particular, it has demonstrated the e↵ective application of the Multi-state

Convervation-based Graph-based Modeling Toolbox in conjunction with Bayesian

optimization methods to design the following:

1. Physical characteristics of a critical component of the cooling system,

including the fin pitch, row/tube pitch, and the impeller diameter of

the gas-cooler fans.

2. Feedforward control actions for the back pressure valve opening degree

and fan rotational speed.

This has entailed taking into account the interplay between control system

and the physical components throughout the design process. The CCD guar-

antees the mutual optimization of both the control system and the chiller unit

to enhance e�ciency and e↵ectiveness in operation. Importantly, it strives to

minimize the environmental impact linked to energy resource consumption

for a sustainable innovation.

Through extensive simulations, it has been shown that simultaneous de-

sign approach consistently outperforms the traditional sequential strategy,

wherein control design is typically developed at the end, optimizing the chiller

functioning across various operating conditions. However, it is important to

acknowledge the limitations inherent in this research, particularly the exclu-

sive focus on steady-state operating conditions and the lack of an exhaustive

analysis of the couplings between the two design subproblems.

5.3 Future Work

This thesis paves the way to the development of a robust framework to

tackle CCD problems for HVAC&R systems. Further exploration of struc-

tured theory and alternative applications should be considered.

5.3.1 MCGM Toolbox

In order to expand its usability, improve reliability, and broaden its ap-

plicability, consider implementing the following enhancements.
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Firstly, integrating additional correlations to calculate heat transfer co-

e�cients in heat exchangers would enhance the system’s ability to describe

various specific phenomena such as heat exchange during condensation and

evaporation. This would lead to more accurate estimations of heat exchanger

performance under di↵erent operating conditions.

Secondly, the inclusion of additional components and modeling their in-

volved phenomena should be considered. Also, incorporating the capability

to model multiple compressors, valves in parallel, and including models for

other mass flow devices like pumps and injectors would be advantageous. By

doing so, the system would be able to simulate complex systems more com-

prehensively, thereby enabling a more accurate representation of real-world

scenarios.

To improve user interaction and accessibility, exploring the development

of a graphical interface would be beneficial. This interface should support

users across di↵erent stages of modeling, analysis, and optimization phases.

A user-friendly graphical interface will streamline the modeling process and

enhance user experience, making the system more accessible to a wider au-

dience.

Lastly, implementing functions enabling the toolbox to integrate with

other graph-based multi-domain modeling tools, such as the one introduced

in [53], would be crucial. This integration would enhance interoperability

and allow users to leverage the strengths of di↵erent modeling platforms,

thereby facilitating collaboration and expanding the system’s capabilities.

In conclusion, these proposed improvements aim to make significant strides

in enhancing the usability, reliability, and applicability of the system, ulti-

mately contributing to its e↵ectiveness in various engineering applications.

5.3.2 Control Co-Design

One potential advancement of the proposed approach involves extending

the application of Global Sensitivity Analysis methods, in tandem with the

modeling toolbox, for a more comprehensive analysis of the model. This

expansion would facilitate the identification of potential components to con-
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sider in the subsequent CCD of the chiller system.

To address one of the limitations of this thesis, a thorough analysis of the

couplings occurring within HVAC&R systems would undoubtedly enhance

the robustness of the CCD framework. Furthermore, identifying methods for

a priori analysis of these couplings remains an open area that could provide

a significant contribution.

The co-design methods employed in this dissertation were evaluated con-

sidering the steady-state performance of the chiller system. However, po-

tential improvements could arise from using CCD strategies to solve the

optimization problem under dynamic operating conditions.

Moreover, leveraging the capability to easily generate models with dif-

ferent components or topologies using the MCGM Toolbox, coupled with

its ease of integration with the control system, further advancements could

emerge from comparing CCD methods, considering alternative system con-

figurations and/or control architectures.
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